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PREFACE

Dear Boys and Girls:
 This Supplement is a compilation of five major subjects 
containing additional readings and exercises to study within a span 
of ten weeks while you are at home and schools are on lockdown.
   
 You will learn some basic operations, concepts, and processes 
under  the subjects of English, Filipino, Araling Panlipunan, Math, 
and Science.

 Using this worktext, you will encounter an in-depth learning 
of ideas as you engage in challenging problems; build your 
understanding of concepts;  test and sharpen your knowledge 
as well as your critical thinking skills; connect learning to other 
disciplines and everyday experiences; deepen the knowledge 
you acquired in every lesson; and enrich yourself as you work on 
challenging activities by doing the exercises.

 We encourage you to learn at your own pace. Ask your parent 
or guardian anytime to help you use this workbook and have them 
check your learning progress.

 Stay safe and enjoy learning at home!

Learn at Home Editorial Team
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MOGAU’S GiFT
•	Written	by	Lorato	Trok

•	Illustrated	by	Shadrach	Munene

•	Designed	by	Rofhiwa	Mudau

Local villagers flocked to Mma 
Mogau’s home to witness this miracle.

...until one day, when an unusual 
child was born. Baby Mogau had a full 
set of teeth!

2 English MagazinE

Batloung village was a dull African 
village, where nothing interesting 
had happened before...
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Mogau painted the same picture over 
and over. His mother realized that they 
needed to find the place in his paintings.

With his big smile, Mogau brought 
happiness to the village.

Soon, Mogau’s parents realized he 
was a gifted child. By the time he was 
six months old, he could walk, read 
books, and paint pictures.

gradE 4 3

Week
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They travelled for many days, 
walking through forests,

over streams,

They left the village and started 
their journey. The villagers who loved 
Mogau’s smile decided to follow them.

4 English MagazinE

and past big mountains.
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Understanding the Short Story
A.	Words	to	Define

1.	 unusual	 2.	 witness	 3.	 flocked	 4.	 special
B.	 Questions	to	Answer

1. What physical characteristic made Mogau stand 
out in his village? 

2. Why were there villagers drawn to Mogau and his 
parents?

3. Aside from smiling, do you know other ways of 
making people happy?

Finally, they reached Mogau’s special 
place. It looked exactly like his paintings!

They got to work, setting up a new 
village—a village where everyone was 
happy.

When Mogau was old enough, he 
became the king of this colorful village.

Mogau’s kingdom of happiness 
grew and became known, near and 
far. He was the king who made his 
people smile!
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Out of the night that covers me,
Black as the pit from pole to pole,
I thank whatever gods may be
For my unconquerable soul.

In the fell clutch of circumstance
I have not winced nor cried aloud.
Under the bludgeonings of chance
My head is bloody, but unbowed.

Beyond this place of wrath and tears
Looms but the Horror of the shade,
And yet the menace of the years
Finds and shall find me unafraid.

It matters not how strait the gate,
How charged with punishments the scroll,
I am the master of my fate,
I am the captain of my soul.

GROUP 1

GROUP 2

GROUP 3

ALL

•	William	Ernest	Henley

invictus

WikiMedia Commons. 
Lars_Nissen_Photoart, Pixabay.

REFERENCE:
Henley, William Ernest. "Invictus." Poetry Foundation. https://www.
poetryfoundation.org/poems/51642/invictus.	Accessed	08	June	2019.
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Right now, the future looks hazy in your imagination. For some, it might 
even be a bit scary, because it means growing up and taking on bigger 
responsibilities. Well, fear not, for you have your family and friends ready 

to support you! 
Since we are already talking about the future, we might as well tackle the 

future aspect of verbs. What is it, you ask? The future aspect of a verb talks 
about actions that are bound to happen in the future.

Below are three forms often used when describing future action. Read on to 
know how each is used. In the future, you would definitely need them too!

BAck ThiS TiMe!

No
Looking 

WILL is used when making a decision at the time of speaking, when stating 
a prediction, or when giving a promise. It is followed by the base form of a verb.

EXAMPLES:
We are running out of milk. I will go and get some. 
I think we will get stuck in traffic tonight because of the thunderstorm.
Stephen will donate his old books once he gets back from his month-long 
research trip in the province.

Photo credit:
franz12, shutterstock. 
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TRY THIS!

GOING TO is used for expressing future arrangements or actions 
that have already been agreed upon before the time of 
speaking. It follows be verbs, such as is, are, am, was, 
or were.

EXAMPLE:

I am going to practice my lines for the play 
with Alessandra starting tomorrow. We already 
discussed this last night.

SHALL is used when offering to do something for someone or when 
making suggestions. It is often used in the form of a question with the subjects I 
and we.

EXAMPLES:
Shall we start brainstorming for tomorrow’s group presentation?
Shall I sort through your emails while you handle that telephone 
conversation with your boss and client?

Photo credit:
Dragon Images, shutterstock. 

Fill in the blanks with the most 
appropriate form of the future aspect.
1.   we ask our class adviser to help us prepare for the intramurals?
2. Sorry, Mark, I can’t go to your video game party. I already promised my mother 

that I   sleep early tonight.
3. Diana forgot her allowance. I buy her lunch later. 
4.	 My parents have already decided that we are stay in Vietnam for a 

month.
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Say Something Nice

The world needs more kindness! All the terrible news that we hear on the 
radio and television can be quite draining, especially for those who are 
currently living in unfavorable conditions. For sure you want to help others, 

and right now you are probably wondering how you could start. Remember that 
your actions do not necessarily have to be grand in the beginning. There is no 
need to pressure yourself. As long as you remain genuine and open, then you will 
definitely have a fulfilling time helping others. What is more is that you get to 
learn from others too!

Making Use of Positive Adjectives?
What are adjectives? Simply put, these help describe nouns. Reading becomes 

more interesting and vivid thanks to adjectives. It is important to keep in mind, 
though, that using too much adjectives might make your writing confusing and 
over the top. So learn how to balance!

Now, what are positive adjectives? These are basically adjectives that have 
uplifting meanings! You may use positive adjectives when writing/talking about 
or to a person. Words have the power to motivate and change people, so make 
sure to be kind and encouraging.

Be Radiant!
Below is a list of some positive adjectives that you may use in your writings 

and conversations. If you really are eager to start already, you may write short 
encouraging messages on pieces of colorful paper and give them to people. 
You may also approach someone you know and tell them about their beautiful 
qualities that you admire. 

•	 Affable – This means that the person is friendly and easy to approach.
•	 Bright – This means that the person is intelligent.
•	 Cheerful – This means that the person is always happy!
•	 Dedicated – This means that the person is loyal to someone or something.

Do you know other positive adjectives? Ask your family and friends too 
because they definitely have some to share! 

REFERENCES:
Clark,	Gabriel.	“59	personality	adjectives	to	describe	your	favourite	friends.”	Clark	and	Miller,	08	
December	2016.	https://www.clarkandmiller.com/positive-personality-adjectives/.
“What	is	an	adjective?”	BBC	Bitesize.		https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/articles/zj33rwx.	Accessed	04	May	
2019.

•	Ma.	Doreen	Evita	L.	Garcia

Photo credit: Jill	Wellington,	Pixabay.	
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Quick Reads
Perhaps you have already 

encountered a story which you 
personally think drags on too 

long and might have more impact if 
it is trimmed to a shorter length. 

You may as well check out the 
art of flash fiction and works 
that fall under it if you find 
yourself more and more drawn 
to the importance of brevity in 
literature. 

What is flash fiction, anyway? 
Flash fiction is a style of writing 

in which stories are extremely 
short and often consists of 500 

words or less. Below is an example 
of flash fiction. Learn from how it is 

constructed.
Photo credit:

Eakphum, shutterstock.

My mother says she loves me. I believe her, but she somehow prevents 
me from being completely happy. I always tell her that I want to see my 
father, my sister, and my younger brother. The last time I saw them was 
when we had our family outing. However, my mother keeps on crying, and 
she stops me from thinking about them, making me wonder why. 

I am tired and I want to sleep, but my mother will not let me. She tells 
me she is scared that I may never wake up again. “Jonathan. Jonathan! 
Please look at me,” she says every time I close my eyes.

I have a feeling that my mother is hiding something from me. What are 
all these tubes for? What is the constant beeping?

And where is the rest of my family?

Accident

Week
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•	 BREVITY: 125 words (excluding title)
•	 CHARACTERS: Jonathan (the young narrator) and his family
•	 SURPRISE ENDING: Jonathan is in critical condition following an accident.
•	 CHANGE IN SITUATION: In the beginning of the story, Jonathan is 

obviously confused about his current state. The reader may also at first 
interpret the mother as selfish since she does not want to grant Jonathan’s 
simple request of seeing the rest of his family. Eventually, it is revealed that 
Jonathan is in critical condition because of an accident in which his father, 
sister, and younger brother did not survive. His mother’s grief and fear of 
possibly losing Jonathan as well explains why she acts rather odd in the 
narrative. 

Elements	of	Flash	Fiction
The following elements are integral in writing flash fiction. Take note of them!
1. Brevity. Keep in mind that flash fiction is comprised of 500 words or less. 
2. Character. Flash fiction characters should not overly describe. Few details 

should suffice in bringing them to life. Introduce them in action. 
3. Surprise endings. A flash fiction piece must have a twist in the end. 
4. Rich language. Use poetic language. Experiment with words. Doing so 

would make your story more pleasing and interesting to read.
5. Move, move, move. Although flash fiction requires you to use less words, 

there should be a lot of action in the story.

TRY THIS!
It is time to test your skills as a 

budding writer! On a piece of paper, 
write a flash fiction story about a 
kid who encounters a stray puppy 
scared to cross a busy street.

Photo credit:
Vanatchanan, shutterstock. 
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When the stars are out and the 
moon swings in the sky, and 
the light in my room is low, 

things are different.
The pirate puppet waves his sword. 

The mango tree bends its branches. 
Even my teddy becomes a different sort 
of bear.

I keep very still in my cave of blankets 
or I call, “Maaamaaa! Daaaddyyy!” or I 
jump into their bed.

•	 Written	by	Nadia	Davids	 •	Designed	by	Nadene	Kriel

•	 Illustrated	by	Lutfia	Kamish	 •	Edited	by	Diane	Awerbuck

Week
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I tell Mama about Pirate and Tree 
and Bear.

“You had a really bad dream.” 

“What’s a dream?”

“When we sleep we think about 
our day, but everything gets mixed 
up. It feels real, but it’s not real.”

“It is real!”

“You know when we read a story 
together, it’s made up, but we laugh, or 
get scared or excited? A dream is the 
same.”

“You mean a dream is a 
story?”

“Yes! But it happens at night. 
You put your head on the pillow, 
you fall asleep and then the story 
happens.”
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“So a dream is a story you find in 
your pillow?”

“Yes!”

“Can I put stories 
in my pillow?”

“You can.”
“How?”

“Let’s write down all 
your best stories, fold up the 
paper and tuck it inside the 
pillow.”
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Understanding the Short Story
A.	Words	to	Define

1. dreams
2. asleep
3. tuck

B.	 Questions	to	Answer
1. How did Mama compare a dream to a story?
2. What solution did Mama come up with to stop the 

narrator’s nightmares?
3. Describe the strangest dream you have dreamt so far. 

What did you feel while you were in that situation?

When the stars are out and the 
moon swings in the sky, and the 
light in my room is low, things are 
different.

REFERENCE:
Book	Dash.	“The	Dream	Pillow.”	Storyberries.		https://www.storyberries.com/bedtime-stories-the-dream-pillow/.	Accessed	22	May	2019.

Content from https://bookdash.org
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hOw DO i LOve 
Thee?
(SONNeT 43)
•	Elizabeth	Barrett	Browning

How do I love thee? Let me count the ways.

I love thee to the depth and breadth and height

My soul can reach, when feeling out of sight

For the ends of being and ideal grace.

I love thee to the level of every day’s

Most quiet need, by sun and candle-light.

I love thee freely, as men strive for right.

I love thee purely, as they turn from praise.

I love thee with the passion put to use

In my old griefs, and with my childhood’s faith.

I love thee with a love I seemed to lose

With my lost saints. I love thee with the breath,

Smiles, tears, of all my life; and, if God choose,

I shall but love thee better after death.

REFERENCE:
Browning,	Elizabeth	Barett.	“How	Do	I	Love	Thee?	(Sonnet	43).”	Poets.org.	https://poets.
org/poem/how-do-i-love-thee-sonnet-43.	Accessed	17	May	2019.

Photo credit:
SewCream, shutterstock. 
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which wAy
TO GO?

There are so many twists and turns 
in life! While it is indeed exciting 
to explore and discover things 

on your own, you must also learn 
the important yet often overlooked 
advantage of being able to ask and give 
directions without hesitation.

As they say, “No man is an island.” 
You will eventually find yourself asking 
someone about proper directions. Or 
maybe it is the other way around. 
Regardless, by now you should know the 
basics so that you would not get lost, 
and that others too could have a smooth 
journey.

Where Is It: Asking Directions
•	 Choose a trustworthy person. If 

there are nearby establishments in 
your current location, head to one 
and ask a security guard. Or you 
may also look for an approachable 
adult. Always be vigilant of your 
surroundings.

•	 Politeness is the key that can 
open many doors! Remember to be 
respectful in all your conversations. 
When approaching a stranger, say 
“Excuse me” first before asking 
directions. And of course, do not 
forget to say “Thank you!” after. Your 
politeness will definitely brighten 
someone else’s day.

•	 Ask for specifics. Do not just settle 
with mere pointings to vague 
places. Here are some factors to 
keep in mind: travel time, distance, 
landmarks, directions (left, right, 
go straight for three blocks, etc.). 
Make it clear to the person if you are 
commuting or walking, so that they 
would be able to provide you with the 
most accurate directions.

Week
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All Directions
Below is a short list of words and phrases commonly present in writings and 

conversations about giving directions. You may ask your teacher and parents for 
more to add in your adventurer vocabulary.

•	 cross – to go to the other side
•	 beside – next to
•	 walkway – a passage made for pedestrians to walk from one to point to 

another
•	 signpost – sign that provides information to pedestrians and motorists
•	 “Excuse me where is    located?” – this is one way of asking for 

directions
•	 “Excuse me, is there a    nearby?” – you may use this if you would 

like to briefly stop at a specific establishment.

REFERENCE:
“Giving	directions.”	lingokids.	https://www.lingokids.com/english-for-kids/giving-directions.	Accessed	13	June	2019.

•	 If possible, write them down. 
Sometimes you will encounter 
directions that are rather long and 
complex. If possible, it is best that you 
write down the directions so that you 
would not forget them. You may also 
type it on your phone, but you must 
be extra careful in doing so since you 
are in a public space. 

There It Is: Giving Directions
•	 Be polite and direct. If you are not 

familiar with the destination the 
person is headed to, say something 
along the lines of, “I’m sorry, I do not 
really know the place you are talking 
about. Perhaps you could ask...” If 

you are familiar with the person’s 
destination, then make sure that 
your directions are clear and easy to 
follow.

•	 Go over the details. If you can spare 
some extra time, it is best that you go 
over the directions with the person 
who needs your help. Repeat street 
names, landmarks, and available 
mode of transportation if necessary. 

•	 Encourage questions. Do not just 
leave after giving the directions. 
Ask if everything is understood and 
be patient in answering further 
questions regarding the destination.

Photo credit:
cosmaa, shutterstock. 
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whAT iS
hypeRBOLe?

•		Ma.	Doreen	Evita	L.	Garcia

Life is teeming with dramatics and humor. Even the mere act of taking a quiz may 
prove to be daunting to students who did not have much time to study. They might 
think (and perhaps even say) that it is the end of the world for them because they 

failed to answer most of the questions. And while it is true that it is not the literal end of 
the world, the stress on the phrase shows the gravity of the situation.

Hyperbole is not only present in literary works; even normal conversations are filled 
with it. You definitely use this too, especially when talking animatedly with friends!

Defining Hyperbole
Simply put, hyperbole refers to the 
exaggeration applied in writing or 
speaking. If a writer or speaker uses 
hyperbole, it means that they want to 
emphasize a point. It must be remembered 
that hyperbole is a form of figurative 
language, which means that it must not 
be interpreted literally. Some Examples

Below are examples of hyperbolic 
statements. Can you come up with 
three more to share with others? You 
may also ask your family and friends if 
they know some. 
1. Carlos has already seen this movie a 

thousand times. — This means that 
Carlos is a fan of the movie and he will 
never get tired of watching it.

2. My teacher is as tall as a skyscraper. 
— This refers to the teacher’s imposing 
height.

3. I am so hungry I could eat a mountain 
made of pizza. — This stresses the 
speaker’s hunger. 

REFERENCE:
“What	is	Hyperbole?	Definition	and	Examples	of	Hyperboles	in	Writing.”	Writing	Explained.	https://
writingexplained.org/grammar-dictionary/hyperbole#What_is_Hyperbole.	Accessed	15	May	2019.

Don’t Overdo it!
Of course in writing and speaking, you 
should not frequently use hyperbole. 
Doing so would confuse your audience, 
and they would simply regard your 
message as ridiculous. You must carefully 
choose the parts to shine a spotlight on so 
as not to lose the impact of a hyperbole.

Photo credit:
Monkey	Business	
Images, shutterstock. 
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My World, My Words
As you grow up, you will cross paths with amazing people, 

take part in unforgettable experiences, and learn profound 
lessons that would continuously shape your individuality. 

All these are worth remembering, and the best way to 
“immortalize” them is through writing. 

Having a diary helps in retracing your journey. It also allows 
you to keep track of your improvements throughout the years. 
But do you know the best part of owning one? A diary is your own 
space for self-expression. Your creativity is not restrained here!

Would you like to know how to write in a diary? Luckily, 
Daphne agreed to share an entry from her diary.

February 4, 2019
Monday, 7:00 PM

Dear Diary,
 Guess what day it is? It is Monday, my favorite day! 

In our homeroom session earlier, Ms. Lena encouraged us 

to share ideas for our upcoming Valentine’s Day party. We 

had a lot of fun discussing various themes and the possible 

games we could do! Ms. Lena said that we have the entire 

week to plan and finalize the party. I am so excited for 

tomorrow’s homeroom session again because we are going 

to talk about which food to bring. I might even volunteer to 

bring strawberry cupcakes. 

Love,
Daphne
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	 It	is	time	to	write	a	short	entry	for	today!	You	may	refer	to	Daphne’s	entry 
and	the	aforementioned	tips	while	writing.

TRY THIS!

The Art of Diary Writing
1. Customize your diary! There is no need to buy an 

expensive notebook when you can just buy a plain one 
with plenty of pages for your boundless creativity. Go 
wild with the design by using stickers, newspaper and 
magazine cutouts, and other art materials. Make your 
diary unique! Make it reflect your individuality.

2. Think of your diary as a friend. It is always ready for 
what you want to share, and it will not judge you no 
matter how “cheesy” you think your entry is. So keep on 
writing! You may also experiment with different writing 
styles in your diary.

3. Be generous with details! Your future self will thank you 
for this. When writing, it is best that you include the date 
(and the time, if you want) of the entry. Stick to the truth 
and pour as many details as possible. 
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Modeling Modals

Modals are not just prevalent in writings but also in daily 
conversations. Believe it or not, a day does not go by without 
you using several modals. What is a modal, anyway? Modals 

are helping verbs that (1) do not require the use of -s for its singular 
form, and (2) are followed by the main verb.

Modals express:

The ability to be or do something.

Example: A frog can change its color to gray, 
brown, and white in order to avoid predators.

The possibility of something 
happening.

Example: The roads can get quite congested 
during Friday nights.

 Paul might do the laundry on a 
Saturday morning. 

The necessity for someone to 
do something.

Example: You must always respect 
Earth because this is the only home 
we have.

A hesitant offer.

Example: Might I be of help to you? You are 
carrying too many grocery bags.

Week
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TRY THIS!
Complete the following sentences by writing the modals can, might, must, or will.
1. My aunt  speak English, Spanish, and Vietnamese.
2. You  study the lesson or else you will fail tomorrow’s graded 

recitation.
3. I  eat more fruits and vegetables starting next week.
4. I have heard someone guess that the grocery  get crowded today  

so you should go tomorrow instead.

A promise to someone.

Example: “I will let Dr. Carpio know that you 
called as soon as he arrives,” the secretary 
said on the phone.

The possibility of something 
being true.

Example: Robert studied all night 
for the upcoming final exam. He 
must be really tired.

A prediction or assumption.

Example: Mother says it will 
probably rain later because of 
the dark clouds. I should bring an 
umbrella just in case.

Photo credits:
Opayaza12, shutterstock. 
Michael Gancharuk, shutterstock. 
GLRL, shutterstock. 
PopTika,	shutterstock.	
Dragon Images, shutterstock. 
djile,	shutterstock.	
serkan senturk, shutterstock. 
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•		Ma.	Doreen	Evita	L.	Garcia

AFFECT and EFFECT

Affect (verb) is to influence someone or something. Effect (noun) is a synonym for 
“consequence,” which is the outcome of an event or action.

•	 Joy is greatly affected by her favorite actress’s performance.

•	 A prolonged drought is one of the terrifying effects of global warming.

BESIDE and BESIDES

Beside (preposition) is used when talking about being near or at the side of someone 
or something. Besides (preposition) may be a substitute for “in addition to” and “aside 
from.”

•	 I was sitting beside my grandmother during the fireworks show.

•	 Besides swimming, Natalie also loves jogging and dancing.

CAN and MAY

Can (modal verb) expresses ability. May (modal verb), on the other hand, is used to 
convey possibility or to give permission.

•	 Kyra’s dog can finally do the trick!

•	 They may postpone tonight’s party because it is still raining. (POSSIBILITY)

•	 Yes, you may take a photo of the garden. (PERMISSION)

EMIGRATE and IMMIGRATE

Emigrate (verb) means to leave the native country and settle in another one. 
Immigrate (verb) is to live permanently in a foreign country.

•	 Ronnie’s grandparents emigrated from the Philippines last year.

•	 Lana plans to immigrate to Italy as soon as she finishes college.RE
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From time to time, we all make mistakes when writing in English. Regardless of 
whether or not you have a firm grasp of the language, you have to admit that 
English can be quite tricky! There are plenty of words that sound the same, 

but have totally different meanings. Then there are also those that have minimal 
differences in spelling; one letter or two can change a word’s meaning entirely.

Below are some words that usually cause confusion to writers. Study the 
differences in spelling and their respective meanings. Sample sentences are also 
provided so that you would be able to understand how the words are commonly used. It 
is suggested that you consult the dictionary and write your own sentences as well.

cOMMON USAGe 
pROBLeMS
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When reading newspaper and magazine articles, textbooks, 
encyclopedias, and manuals, you will notice that the 
writings have an expository (also known as explanatory) 

tone. Expository writing basically aims to describe facts thoroughly. 
No stone is left unturned in an expository article, and there is little 
chance for the reader to be confused because all that needs to be 
known concerning the article is laid out.

Below is an excerpt from Delia’s expository essay on insects. Take 
note of how it is written.

Back then in the province, 
we had a neighbor named 
Manang Rosa who took care 
of different kinds of insects. 
I would often visit her house, 
and my interactions with the 
insects eventually made me 
interested in becoming an 
entomologist. The following, 
so far, are what I have learned 
about entomologists. The 
scientific study of insects 
and their relationship to 
humans, other organisms, 
and the environment is called 
entomology. The word traces 
its roots back to the Greek 
word entomos, which means 
“that which is cut in pieces.” 
Entomologists, or those who 
specialize in entomology, 

contribute to various fields such 
as agriculture, biology, human/
animal health, criminology, 
forensics, chemistry, and 
molecular science. They can 
determine the role of insects in 
spreading diseases and discover 
ways of protecting crops and 
livestock from harm. They also 
study how insects are vital to the 
well-being of humans, animals, 
and plants.

Indeed, my childhood 
experiences with Manang 
Rosa’s insects taught me a lot of 
interesting scientific facts, and 
also continue to inspire me to 
study hard in order to become 
a successful entomologist in the 
future.

i Want To Be An Entomologist
by Delia Del Rosario
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TRY THIS!

What career do you plan on pursuing in the future? Use the space provided to 
write a short expository essay about it. You may refer to Delia’s essay and the 
tips mentioned for guidance.

Constructing Your Own 
Expository Article
•	 Choose a topic that you would 

enjoy writing. Make sure that it is 
also interesting and informative 
for the readers.

•	 Do not confuse your readers with 
so many complex words. Be simple 
and clear.

•	 Refer to sources that are credible, 
such as peer-reviewed journals, 
newspaper and magazine articles 
(if you are browsing the web, steer 

clear of fake news sites), research 
papers, and books.

•	 You may write the main idea at the 
beginning or end of the paragraph 
and have the supporting details 
follow or come before.

•	 Provide logical and smooth 
transitions between sentences and 
paragraphs.

•	 In the conclusion, restate your 
argument or summarize what you 
have discussed.
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Ang kapangyarihan 

Pinaghahandaan	ba	sa	inyong	paaralan	ang	pagdiriwang	ng	Buwan	ng	
Wikang	Pambansa?	Isa	ka	ba	sa	mga	mag-aaral	na	kakanta,	tutula,	o	
aarte	sa	entablado?	Handa	na	ba	ang	iyong	Filipiniana	o	kaya	ay	barong	

tagalog?

Pagyamanin ang Kaalaman
Sa kabila ng magarbong pagtatanghal sa entablado, sana ay hindi lamang 

tuwing Agosto natin maipamalas ang pagkilala sa ating pambansang wika, 
maging sa ating mga katutubong wika. Sa mga payak na paraan, maaari nating 
maipamalas ito sa pang-araw-araw na buhay.

Hindi naman kinakailangang malaki kaagad ang iyong magiging kontribusyon. 
Ang taos-pusong pagtangkilik sa iyong inang wika ay maituturing nang unang 
hakbang para sa batang tulad mo.

Narito ang ilan sa mga iminumungkahi kong paraan:

1. Magbalik-aral sa mga oral na tradisyon. Tumutukoy ang oral na tradisyon 
sa mga pamanang kaisipan o kuwento ng ating mga ninuno. Naipasa nila ito 
sa atin sa pamamagitan ng pasalitang paraan. Ilan sa mga ito ay ang mga 
bugtong, salawikain, at alamat na may mga nakapaloob na aral. Mahalaga 
ang pagkatuto sa mga sinaunang kaisipan dahil kapaki-pakinabang pa rin 
ang mga ito sa kasalukuyan.

2. Pag-aralan ang balarila ng iyong katutubong wika. Pagyamanin ang 
iyong kaalaman sa paggamit ng unang wika. Pag-aralan kung paano ang 
wastong gamit ng mga salita sa pakikipag-usap sa kapuwa. Palawakin din 
ang iyong bokabularyo ukol sa mga katutubong salita. 

3. Magsulat gamit ang sariling wika. Matapos mong pag-aralan ang wastong 
gamit ng iyong katutubong wika, subukan mong magsulat ng mga tula at 
sanaysay na may payak na paksa. Kung pangarap mong maging manunulat, 
simulan mo nang magsulat gamit ang iyong katutubong wika. Pagsikapan 
mong tipunin ang mga ito sapagkat maaaring magamit ang mga ito sa 
hinaharap.  

4. Tangkilikin ang mga Pilipinong manunulat. Kilalanin ang mga Pilipinong 
manunulat. Magsaliksik at magbasa ng mga akdang Pilipino. Isabuhay rin 
ang mabubuting aral na matututuhan sa pagbabasa. 

Sa paglipas ng mga taon, unti-unti mong mauunawaan at magagamit ang 
kapangyarihan ng iyong wika.

Week
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I
sinilang ako sa isang bayan sa Bulacan. 
Nagmula ako sa angkan ng mga 
Tagalog. Lumaki ako na sinasalita ang 

aming katutubong wika—ang Tagalog. 
Samakatwid, itinuturing kong inang wika 
ang Tagalog dahil ito ang unang wika na 
aking natutuhan. 

Pagkilala sa Katutubong Wika
Ang aking inang wika, tinatawag ding 

“mother tongue,” ay likas kong natutuhan 
sa aking pamilya. Ito rin ang sinasalita sa 
kinalakihan kong pamayanan. Ito rin ang 
pangunahing wika ng katutubong pangkat 
na aking kinabibilangan. 

Sa paaralan, natutuhan ko na ang aking 
inang wika ay isa sa mga pangunahing 
wika sa Pilipinas. Bukod sa Tagalog, 
itinuturing din na mga pangunahing wika 
ang mga katutubong wika na Cebuano, 
Ilokano, Hiligaynon, Kapampangan, 
Pangasinan, Waray, at Bikol. Ang mga ito 
ay itinuturing na pangunahing wika sa 
bansa sapagkat malaking porsiyento ng 

ating populasyon ang nagsasalita ng mga 
wikang ito. Ang mga Pilipinong nagsasalita 
ng mga pangunahing wika ay patuloy na 
pinagyayaman ang kani-kanilang inang 
wika. 

Mga Nanganganib na Wika
Gayunman, may mga katutubong 

wika na nanganganib na mawala. 
Nanganganib ang isang inang wika kung 
ito ay unti-unti nang nalilimot na gamitin 
at pagyamanin. Maraming batang 
katutubo ang hindi na nakapagsasalita 
o nakauunawa ng kanilang inang 
wika dahil na rin sa impluwensiya ng 
malalakas na wika. 

Maituturing na malalakas na wika 
ang mga pangunahing wika sapagkat 
marami ang nakapagsasalita ng mga ito. 
Naiimpluwensiyahan nito kung ano ang 
wikang laganap sa isang rehiyon. Idagdag 
pa rito ang impluwensiya ng English na 
ginagamit bilang wikang panturo sa mga 
paaralan. 

•		Mary	Rose	B.	Magcamit

Ang Aking

Inang 
WikaLarawan: Shutterstock
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Kabilang ang mga wika ng mga 
katutubong Negrito sa mga nanganganib 
na wika sa bansa. Halimbawa nito ang 
Agta Isarog sa Camarines Sur at ang Agta 
Sorsogon sa Prieto Diaz, Sorsogon.  

Pagsagip sa mga Wika
Sa kabutihang-palad, may mga 

nagmamalasakit pa rin na sagipin 
ang mga nanganganib na katutubong 
wika. Ang Komisyon sa Wikang Filipino 
(KWF) ay isa sa mga nangunguna upang 
sagipin ang mga wikang ito. Kasabay ng 
pagtataguyod ng wikang pambansa—
ang Filipino—ay misyon din ng KWF na 
pangalagaan at pagyamanin ang ating 
mga katutubong wika. 

Isa sa mga pinakabagong programa 
ng KWF ay ang pagtatayo ng Bahay Wika. 
Ang Bahay Wika ay isang estruktura 
na itatayo sa isang pamayanan na 
magsisilbing alternatibong paaralan 
ng mga batang katutubo. Mithiin sa 
pagtatayo ng Bahay Wika ay ang likas na 
matutuhan ng mga batang may gulang 
na lima pababa ang kanilang inang wika. 

Noong 27 Setyembre 2018, 
pinasinayaan ang kauna-unahang 
Bahay Wika. Itinayo ito sa Bangkal, 

Abucay, Bataan na layuning maagapan 
ang nanganganib na wika ng mga Ayta 
Magbukun. Pinangunahan ito ng KWF sa 
tulong ng lokal na pamahalaan. 

Ang mga tagapagturo sa Bahay Wika 
ay ang matatandang kasapi ng isang 
pangkat na bihasa sa pagsasalita ng 
kanilang katutubong wika. Ibig sabihin, 
magkakaroon ng ganap na inter-aksiyon 
ang mga bata sa matatandang maalam 
sa kanilang katutubong wika. 

Pagkilala sa ating Kultura
Ang kaalaman sa unang wika ay 

susi upang higit na makilala ang ating 
pinagmulan. Makikilala natin nang 
lubusan ang ating pamilya, maging ang 
kinamulatan nating kultura. Mabilis ding 
matuto ang isang batang maalam sa 
kaniyang katutubong wika. 

Higit sa lahat, makatutulong tayong 
mapanatili ang ating kinagisnang 
kultura sa pamamagitan ng pag-aaral at 
pagpapayaman sa ating mga inang wika.
Pinagbatayan:

Talakayin Natin
1. Bakit mahalagang pag-aralan at pagyamanin ang ating mga 

katutubong wika?
2. Sa iyong pananaw, bakit may mga wikang nanganganib na mawala? 
3. Paano mo maipamamalas ang pagmamahal sa iyong inang wika? 

Magbigay ng tatlong paraan. 

Delima,	Purificacion	G.	“Bahay-wika	for	Ayta	Magbukun:	The	case	of	
the	Philippines.”	kwf.gov.ph/.../Bahay-Wika-for-Ayta-Magbukun-The-
Case-of-the-Philippines_Purificion-Delima.	(pdf)
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Tulad ng mga nakaraang umaga, isang 
magandang tinig ang maririnig mula sa 
isang silid.

“Napakaganda talaga ng boses ninyo!” 
sabi ko sa kaniya kasabay ng palakpak.

“Palabiro ka talaga! Mag-isa lang ako rito. 
Bakit ‘ninyo’ ang ginamit mo?” sagot niya sa 
akin habang natatawa.

“Alam mo naman na laging dalawa ang 
nakikita ko, e!” tugon ko naman kay Rea 
habang natatawa rin.

“Sabi ko naman sa ’yo, Jolo, ibigay mo 
na lang sa akin ’yang isa mong paningin 
para naman nakikita rin kita. Huwag kang 
madamot,” biro ni Rea.

Saglit kaming nagtawanan at inakay ko 
na siya palayo sa harap ng piano. Oras na 
kasi para mag-almusal at baka magalit na si 
Sister Paz dahil alas-otso na ay wala pa rin 
kami sa hapag.

•		Kuwento	ni	Jerome	B.	Vitug	

Si Wala 
at si Dalawa

•		Guhit	ni	Loewe	Isabel	Lalic

Week
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Magdadalawang taon na rin kaming 
magkakilala ni Rea. Dumating siya rito 
sa ampunan nang masagip siya ng mga 
kasamahan ni Sister Paz mula sa sindikatong 
ginagamit ang mga bulag na tulad niya 
para mamalimos. Ako naman, napadpad 
sa ampunan nang maulila at magsimulang 
magpalaboy-laboy ako sa kalye. Tulad ni 
Rea, sinagip din ako ng mga madre mula sa 
kapahamakan sa mga lansangan.

Magkatulad kami ni Rea na may 
kapansanan. Hindi siya nakakikita. Habang 
ako naman ay may pagkaduling o wala sa ayos 
ang mga mata. Ang mga kapansanan namin 
ang dahilan kung bakit naging matalik na 
magkaibigan kami ni Rea.

Noong bago pa lamang dito si Rea ay lagi 
siyang malungkot. Kaya nilapitan ko siya at 
kinausap. 

“Maraming bagay sa mundo ang dapat pa 
nating pagkunan ng kasiyahan. Lahat ng tao 
ay may kakulangan at pinagdaraanan. Huwag 
mong isiping pinagkaitan ka,” sabi ko sa noon 
ay bagong saltang si Rea.

“Nasasabi mo lang iyan kasi normal ka,” 
malungkot na sagot ni Rea.

Doon ko nalaman na hindi siya nakakikita.

“Katulad mo ay mayroon din akong 
kapansanan sa mata. Ipinanganak akong 
duling,” paliwanag ko kay Rea.

“Talaga? Kung ganoon ay swak pala tayo,” 
medyo nabuhayan si Rea at ngumiti.

Simula noon, naging matalik na 
magkaibigan kami ni Rea. Ako na ang 
nagsilbing mga mata niya tuwing magkasama 
kami. Aba! Napakasuwerte niya dahil hindi 
lang isa ang nakikita ko.

Samantala, agad naman kaming 
sinalubong ni Sister Paz nang kami ay kaniyang 
nakita.

“Kanina ko pa kayo hinihintay, Jolo at 
Rea. Tumawag ang Parokya ng San Isidro. 
Magkakaroon daw sila ng isang programa para 
sa nalalapit na pista. At kayo ang napili nila 
para magtanghal,” sabik na ibinalita ni Sister 
Paz.

“Naku, Sister Paz. Baka hindi ko po kayang 
magtanghal sa harap ng maraming tao,” 
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nangangambang sabi ni Rea.

“Oo nga po, Sister. Tanging dito lang po kami 
sa ampunan nakapagtatanghal,” tugon ko.

“Malaki ang tiwala sa inyo ni Father 
Lucas. Nakita niya ang talento ninyo noong 
nagtanghal kayo para sa anibersaryo ng 
ampunan. Marami ang napahanga ninyo,” sabi 
ni Sister Paz.

Nang maramdaman ni Sister Paz ang 
aming pag-aalinlangan ay kinuha niya ang 
kaniyang cellphone at tinawagan si Kuya 
Marko. Nilakasan pa ang speaker ng cellphone. 

Si Kuya Marko ang naging kuya-kuyahan 
namin dito sa ampunan. Siya rin ang madalas 
na magsanay sa amin noon ni Rea sa musika.

“Kumusta na sina Wala at Dalawa? 
Balita ko naimbitahan kayo ng parokya para 
magtanghal sa plasa,” sambit ng isang tinig na 
unti-unting nagpapalakas ng aming loob.

“Sina Wala at Dalawa” ang ipinangalan ni 
Kuya Marko sa aming dalawa ni Rea tuwing 
magtatanghal kami. Hango ito sa aming 
kapansanan. Ako na dalawa ang nakikita at si 
Rea na wala namang nasisilayan. 

Pinili ni Kuya Marko na ito ang ipangalan 
sa amin dahil imbes na maging panunukso 
ito sa amin ng iba, mas maaalala nila ang 
aming talento kumpara sa aming kahinaan. 
Sabi ni Kuya, ang mga kahinaan daw namin 
ay maaaring gawing kalakasan. Kung noon ay 
panunukso ang mga ito, binago ni Kuya ang 
pananaw ng mga tao dahil kapag naririnig 
nila ang “Sina Wala at Dalawa,” hindi ang 
kakulangan namin ang napapansin nila, kundi 
ang talento namin sa musika.

“Tulad ng paalala ko sa inyo noong nag-
uumpisa pa lamang kayo sa pagtatanghal sa 
ampunan, hindi ninyo malalaman kung hindi 
susubukan. Mayroon kayong talento kaya 

dapat ipakita ninyo,” paalala ni Kuya Marko.
“Kayang-kaya ninyo ’yan. Kung kami nina 

Sister Paz at Father Lucas ay naniniwala 
sa inyong kakayahan, bakit kayo nag-
aalinlangan?” dagdag pa niya.

Nabuhayan kaming dalawa ni Rea. Wala 
talagang katulad magpalakas ng loob namin si 
Kuya Marko. Tama siya, kung ang ibang tao ay 
naniniwala, dapat kami rin.

“Tama ka, Kuya! Sabi nga ng paborito mong 
pampalakas ng loob noon: Tumindig nang taas 
noo at maging inspirasyon,” sabi ni Rea.

Napahalakhak si Kuya Marko. Hindi niya 
akalaing naaalala pa namin ang paborito 
niyang motto noon.

“Naaalala pa ninyo ’yan? Tama. Lahat ng 
tao ay pantay-pantay. Lahat ng tao ay may 
kakayahang tumindig at ipakita ang galing 
kahit katulad kong hindi nakalalakad,” tugon ni 
Kuya Marko.

Tulad namin, may kapansanan din si Kuya 
Marko. Simula pagkabata ay hindi na siya 
nakalalakad dahil sa polio. Gayunman, laging 
paalala ni Kuya Marko sa sarili at sa mga 
kakilala na kahit wala siyang mga paa, kaya 
naman niyang tumindig sa pamamagitan ng 
kaniyang mga talento. Ngayon, nasa Japan na 
si Kuya Marko dahil nakakuha ng scholarship 
sa kolehiyo. Mahusay kasi sa robotics si Kuya 
Marko.

Bago naputol ang aming linya, napa-oo na 
rin kami ni Rea upang magtanghal sa pista. Iba 
talaga sa pakiramdam ang pagkakaroon ng 
mga kapamilyang tulad nina Rea, Kuya Marko, 
Sister Paz, at Father Lucas na laging nariyan 
upang ipaalala sa iyo ang iyong kahalagahan. 
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A. Sagutin ang mga tanong sa ibaba batay sa binasang kuwento.
1.	 Sino	ang	dalawang	bata	na	tampok	sa	kuwento?	

 
 
2.	 Ano	ang	natatanging	kakayahan	ng	dalawang	magkaibigan?

	

 
3.	 Paano	nila	tinutulungan	ang	isa’t	isa?

 
 
4.	 Paano	nila	pinagyayaman	ang	kanilang	mga	talento?

 
 
5.	 Ano	ang	aral	na	natutuhan	mo	sa	kuwento?

 
 

B. Ipinagdiriwang tuwing ikatlong linggo ng Hulyo ang National Disability Prevention 
and Rehabilitation Week. Kaugnay rito, bumuo ng islogan na magtataguyod sa 
mga taong may kapansanan. Malikhain itong isulat sa ibaba.
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A. Tukuyin kung tao, bagay, hayop, pook, o pangyayari ang pinatutungkulan sa 
bawat pangungusap.

	 1.	 Ang	bata	ay	nag-aaral	nang	mabuti.

	 2.	 Sariwa	ang	mga	gulay	at	prutas.

	 3.	 Ating	ipagdiwang	ang	Buwan	ng	Wikang	Pambansa.

	 4.	 Sina	Pipoy	at	Mimin	ay	magkapatid.

	 5.	 Luma	na	ang	sapatos.	

	 6.	 Ang	matanda	ay	dahan-dahang	tumatawid.

	 7.	 Malambing	ang	aso	ni	Kevin.	

	 8.	 Sa	Maynila	matatagpuan	ang	Luneta	Park.

	 9.	 Tuwing	Hulyo	ipinagdiriwang	ang	Buwan	ng	Nutrisyon.

	10.	 Malakas	ang	tilaok	ng	tandang.

Paggamit ng Pangngalan sa Pagsasalaysay
Ang	pangngalan	ay	tumutukoy	sa	mga	salitang	kumakatawan	sa	ngalan	ng	

tao,	bagay,	hayop,	pook,	at	pangyayari.	Sa	pagsulat	ng	pangungusap,	talata,	o	
salaysay,	ang	pangngalan	ang	kalimitang	pinatutungkulan	o	pinag-uusapan.	

Ang	pangngalan	ay	karaniwan	ding	isinusunod	sa	mga	panandang	ang,	ng,	sa,	si,	ni,	
kay,	at	sa	maramihang	bilang	nito	na	ang	mga,	ng	mga,	sa	mga,	sina,	nina,	o	kina.

Mga halimbawa:

 ang saranggola   ang mga gulay at prutas 
 ng Palarong Pambansa  ng mga paaralan 
 sa Quezon City    sa mga mag-aaral 
 si Edwin    sina nanay at tatay   
 ni Titser Meredith    nina Muning at Bantay
 kay Izzy     kina Aling Belen at Mang Rico 

Ang pangngalan ay may kakanyahang pangkasarian din. May mga pangngalan na may 
tiyak	na	kasarian	na pambabae at panlalaki. Kung hindi matukoy ang kasarian ng pangngalan, 
maibibilang ito sa di-tiyak	na	kasarian. Samantala, may mga pangngalan namang itinuturing na 
walang kasarian.

Mga halimbawa:

•	 Pambabae:	 Lea,	ate,	inahin		 	 •				Walang	kasarian:	 plato,	walis,	suklay
•	 Panlalaki:	 Leo,	kuya,	tandang		 •				Di-tiyak:	 manok,	guro,	pinsan

Week
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B. Lagyan ng angkop na pananda ang bawat patlang na kasunod ng pangngalan.

1.	  Ginang	Angeles	ang	aming	guro	 	Filipino.	

2.	  mag-aaral	sa	elementarya	ay	lumahok	 	

patimpalak	ng	sabayang	pagbigkas.

3.	  Nanay	Rizza	humingi	ng	baon	 	Anna.

4.	  Davao	City	idinaos	 	Palarong	Pambansa	

para	sa	taong	2019.

5.	 Mapurol	  pantasa	  Nante.

C. Tukuyin ang kasarian ng pangngalan na may salungguhit sa bawat bilang. Isulat 
sa patlang ang PB kung pambabae, PL kung panlalaki, DT kung di-tiyak, at WK 
kung walang kasarian.

	 1.	 Ang	mga	lalaki	ay	dapat	na	nakasuot	ng	barong	tagalog.

	 2.	 Inaabangan	nila	ang	pagdating	ng	mga	kandidata.

	 3.	 May	ipinadalang	pasalubong	ang	ninang	mo	galing	sa	Mindoro.

	 4.	 Pipili	na	ng	pangunahing	bida	para	sa	ating	stage	play.

	 5.	 Maghahanap	ako	ng	mahusay	na	modista	para	sa	iyong	kasal.

	 6.	 Malakas	ang	tunog	ng	kampana	ng	simbahan.

	 7.	 Dumaan	dito	kanina	ang	tiyuhin	mo	at	hinahanap	ka.

	 8.	 Masaya	nilang	sinalubong	ang	bagong	dating	na	bisita.

	 9.	 Ang	aking	bulsa	ay	puno	ng	barya.

	10.	 Kulay	asul	ang	nabili	kong	kurtina.

D. Ipakilala ang iyong sarili sa pamamagitan ng pagpunan ng mga impormasyon sa 
ibaba. Gumamit ng angkop na pananda at pangngalan.

Ako	 ay	 . Ang	 aking	 mga	 magulang	 ay	

. Ang	 kapatid	 ko	 ay	  

Kami	 ay	 nakatira	 .	 Mahilig	

kaming	 mamasyal	 . Mahilig	 din	

kaming	 kumain	 . Mahal	 na	 mahal	 ko	

.
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A ng	balita	ay	ulat	o	impormasyon	
hinggil	sa	mga	pangyayari	sa	paligid.	
Nakatuon	ito	sa	mga	tunay	na	

pangyayari	na	marapat	na	maisapubliko,	
pasalita	man	o	nakalimbag,	sa	himpapawid	
man	o	sa	pamamagitan	ng	Internet.

Napapanahong Pangyayari
Higit	na	makabuluhan	ang	balita	

kung	ito	ay	bago,	sariwa,	nakawiwili,	
makatawag-pansin,	at	mainit	na	paksain.	

Ang	balita	ay	bahagi	rin	ng	pang-
araw-araw	na	usapan	o	talakayan	ng	mga	
Pilipino.	Ang	mga	balita	ukol	sa	politika,	
kabuhayan,	ekonomiya,	kalusugan,	
kalikasan,	edukasyon,	at	isports	ay	ilan	sa	
mga	sinusubaybayan	ng	mga	Pilipino.

Bahagi ng Balita
Ang	balita	ay	may	mga	bahagi	

rin.	Pangunahin	na	rito	ang	(1)	ulo	o	
ang	pamagat,	(2)	pamatnubay	o	ang	
pambungad	na	talata,	at	(3)	ang	katawan	o	
ang	iba	pang	impormasyon.

Paraan sa Pagsulat
Dahil	katotohanan	ang	dapat	na	

manaig	sa	pagsulat	ng	balita,	kailangang	
masagot	ang	mga	pangunahing	tanong	
ukol	sa	sino,	ano,	kailan,	bakit,	at	paano	
naganap	ang	mga	pangyayari.	Mahalaga	
rin	ang	pagkakaroon	ng	tumpak	na	bilang	
at	mga	katibayang	magpapatunay	sa	mga	
nakalap	na	impormasyon.

BALiTA 

pAGSULAT NG

Mga Dapat Tandaan
Bilang	paglalahat,	narito	ang	

mahahalagang	kaisipan	na	dapat	
maisaalang-alang	sa	pagsulat	ng	balita:

•	 Ang	pagbabalita	ay	pagkukuwento	
ng	tunay,	tuwiran,	at	tumpak	na	
pangyayari	na	sinusuportahan	ng	
mga	katibayan.

•	 Mangalap	ng	mga	impormasyon	
o	pangyayari	mula	sa	
pinakamahalaga	hanggang	sa	di-
gaanong	mahalaga.

•	 Kung	may	parehong	paksa	o	
pangyayaring	sangkot	ang	isang	tao,	
maaaring	balikan	ang	mga	“lumang”	
balita	upang	pagbatayan.

•	 Isulat	ang	balita	ayon	sa	mga	
nakalap	na	mahahalagang	
impormasyon.

•	 Tiyaking	balanse	at	walang	bahid	ng	
imahinasyon	ang	balita.

•	 Iwasang	maglagay	ng	sariling	
opinyon.

•	 Basahin	ang	balitang	isinulat	at	
irebisa	kung	kailangan.

Handa	ka	na	bang	isulat	ang	isang	
napapanahong	balita?

Pinagbatayan:
Arogante,	Jose	A.	Retorika	sa	Mabisang	Pagpapahayag.	
Navotas City:	Navotas	Press,	2000.

•		Mary	Rose	B.	Magcamit
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Mga Salitang iniba 
ng Teknolohiya 

•		Jerome	B.	Vitug

Alam	mo	ba	ang	pagkakapareho	ng	ulap,	
huni	ng	ibon,	daga,	at	bintana?	Ang	mga	
salitang	ito	ay	nagkaroon	ng	ibang	

kahulugan	dahil	sa	teknolohiya.	

Bagong Kahulugan
Ang	pag-unlad	ng	teknolohiya	ay	isa	

sa	mga	patunay	na	ang	wika	ay	dinamiko.	
Ibig	sabihin,	patuloy	na	umuunlad	at	
nagbabago	ang	wika.	May	mga	bagong	
salitang	natutuklasan.	Mayroon	namang	
nabibigyan	ng	mga	bagong	kahulugan.	

Ayon	sa	isang	editor	ng	diksiyonaryong	
Merriam	Webster,	mas	mabilis	daw	ang	
pagbabago	ng	wika	sa	kasalukuyang	

Salita Kahulugan sa Filipino Makabagong Kahulugan 

Cloud (Filipino: ulap) Ang nakikitang kulumpon 
ng mga partikulo ng tubig o yelo na 
nakalutang sa kalawakan, karaniwang 
nasa itaas ng rabaw ng mundo

Anumang bahagi ng Internet na 
nagtatago o nag-iimbak ng mga 
dokumento, datos, at iba pa online

Tweet (Filipino: huni ng ibon) Tunog na
ginagawa ng ibon

Isang maikling mensahe na ipinaskil
sa social media na Twitter

Mouse (Filipino: daga) Mapangatngat na
hayop na may maikling nguso at
karaniwang nakatira sa lungga

Bahagi ng computer; maliit na
kasangkapang nasasapo ng kamay
at kumokontrol sa cursor

Windows (Filipino: mga bintana) Bahaging
bukas sa dingding ng isang bahay o
gusali na pinaglalagusan ng liwanag
o hangin

Isang Graphical User Interface
(GUI) o isang operating system
na ginagamit sa mga personal
computer

panahon	dahil	mabilis	na	rin	ang	
komunikasyon	sa	pagitan	ng	mga	tao.	
Sanhi	ito	ng	makabagong	teknolohiya,	
partikular	na	ang	Internet.	Maraming	
bagay	ang	naiimbento	sa	maikling	
panahon.	Marami	rin	ang	mga	salitang	
tumatak	sa	mga	tao	na	hindi	sinasadyang	
naging	bahagi	ng	ating	wika	at	kultura.		

Tekno-bolaryo 
Pag-aralan	ang	talahanayan	sa	ibaba.	

Tampok	dito	ang	apat	na	salitang	may	
orihinal	na	kahulugan	na	nabigyan	ng	
bagong	kahulugan	dulot	ng	makabagong	
teknolohiya.	Tunay	na	mahiwaga	ang	wika!	

Pinagbatayan: Almario, Virgillio S., punong editor. UP	Diksiyonaryong	Filipino.	Edisyon	Deluxe.	Quezon	City:	UP	Sentro	ng	Wikang	Filipino-Diliman,	2009. 
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•		Mary	Rose	B.	Magcamit

Sa	payak	na	pagpapakahulugan,	ang	katutubong	wika	ay	wikang	sinasalita	ng	mga	
katutubong	pangkat.	Ang	katutubong	wika,	tinatawag	ding	“mother	tongue”	o	
“inang	wika,”	ay	likas	na	natututuhan	ng	isang	katutubo	sa	kaniyang	pamilya	o	sa	

kaniyang	pamayanan.

Sa	kasamaang-palad,	may	mga	katutubong	wika	sa	iba’t	ibang	bahagi	ng	
mundo	ang	nanganganib	na	mawala.	

Panawagan ng Un 
Ayon	sa	datos	ng	United	Nations	(UN),	tinatayang	2,680	wika	sa	mundo	

ang	nanganganib	na	mawala.	Dahil	dito,	ang	2019	ay	itinakda	ng	UN	bilang	
Pandaigdigang	Taon	ng	mga	Katutubong	Wika.	Ang	lahat	ay	hinihikayat	na	
pagtuonan	ng	pansin	ang	mga	wikang	nanganganib	na	mawala.	Nananawagan	
din	ang	UN	sa	mga	tagapagtaguyod	ng	mga	wika	na	magsagawa	ng	mga	
programa	upang	patuloy	na	mapangalagaan,	maitaguyod,	at	mapasigla	ang	mga	
nanganganib	na	wika.	

Bakit may mga Nanganganib na Wika?
Nanganganib	ang	isang	wika	kung	ito	ay	unti-unti	nang	nalilimot	na	gamitin	

at	pagyamanin.	Maraming	bata	na	kasapi	ng	mga	katutubong	pangkat	ang	hindi	
na	natuturuan	na	magsalita	ng	kanilang	katutubong	wika	dahil	sa	paglaganap	ng	
malalakas	na	wika.	Ang	malalakas	na	wika	ay	mga	wika	na	may	malaking	bilang	
ng	mga	tagapagsalita	tulad	ng	Tagalog.	Dahil	dito,	iilan	na	lamang	ang	maituturing	
na	bihasa	ng	kanilang	katutubong	wika	na	karaniwan	ay	ang	pinakamatatandang	
kasapi	ng	pangkat.	Kung	hindi	maipapasa	ang	kanilang	kaalaman	sa	wika,	ito	ay	
tuluyang	maglalaho.

Pandaigdigang 
Taon ng mga 
Katutubong Wika

Week
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Ang palagiang pakikipag-usap sa 
matatandang kasapi ng ating pamilya 
ay makatutulong upang mahasa ang 
kaalaman natin sa paggamit ng ating 
katutubong wika.

Sama-sama sa Pagtataguyod
Sa	Pilipinas,	kabilang	ang	mga	katutubong	wika	ng	mga	Agta	

sa	mga	wikang	nanganganib	na	mawala.	Halimbawa	na	rito	ang	
mga	katutubong	wika	ng	mga	Agta	Isarog	at	Agta	Sorsogon	sa	Bicol	
Region.	

Sa	kabutihang-palad,	isa	sa	mga	misyon	ng	Komisyon	sa	Wikang	
Filipino	(KWF)	ay	ang	mapangalagaan	ang	mga	katutubong	wika	
sa	bansa.	May	mga	proyekto	ang	KWF	na	layuning	maagapan	
ang	tuluyang	paglaho	ng	ating	mga	katutubong	wika.	Isa	sa	mga	
proyektong	ito	ay	ang	Bahay	Wika	kung	saan	pangungunahan	ng	
KWF	ang	pagtatayo	ng	isang	estruktura	sa	loob	ng	pamayanan	ng	
mga	katutubo.	

Ang	Bahay	Wika	ay	magsisilbing	alternatibong	paaralan	ng	mga	
batang	katutubo	kung	saan	likas	nilang	matututuhan	ang	kanilang	
inang	wika.	Noong	Setyembre	2018,	itinayo	ang	unang	Bahay	Wika	
sa	Bangkal,	Abucay,	Bataan	na	layuning	maagapan	ang	nanganganib	
na	wika	ng	mga	Ayta	Magbukun.	

Bukod	sa	Bahay	Wika,	may	mga	hakbang	o	proseso	ring	
inilulunsad	ang	KWF	upang	mapangalagaan	ang	mga	katutubong	
wika.	Dalawa	sa	mga	hakbang	na	ito	ay	ang	pagsasadokumento	ng	
mga	katutubong	wika	at	paggawa	ng	ortograpiya	sa	bawat	isa.	

Gampanin ng Bawat Isa
Malaki	ang	gampanin	at	maiaambag	ng	kabataang	Pilipino	sa	

pagsagip	ng	mga	katutubong	wika.	Una	na	rito	ang	pag-aaral	at	
patuloy	na	paggamit	ng	unang	wika	na	natutuhan	mula	sa	mga	
magulang.	Makatutulong	din	ang	paglalaan	ng	panahon	upang	
magbasa	at	magsaliksik	ukol	sa	mga	wika	sa	
Pilipinas.	Ang	aktibong	pakikiisa	o	paglahok	sa	
mga	programa	sa	paaralan	na	magtataguyod	
sa	mga	katutubong	wika	ay	
mainam	ding	simulain.	

Sana	ay	magkaroon	
ng	pagkukusa	ang	bawat	
isa	upang	mapalalim	
ang	kaalaman	hinggil	sa	
sariling	wika.

Larawan: Shutterstock

Mga Pinagbatayan: 
2019:	UN	International	Year	
of Indigenous Languages. 
https://www.timeanddate.com/
year/2019/indigenous-languages.
html,	accessed	04	Marso	2019.	
Delima,	Purificacion	G.	“Bahay-
wika for Ayta Magbukun:	The	case	
of	the	Philippines.”	kwf.gov.ph/.../
Bahay-Wika-for-Ayta-Magbukun-
The-Case-of-the-Philippines_
Purificion-Delima.	(pdf)
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•		Gilbert		P.	Ortega

Napansin	ni	Mitoy	ang	lungkot	sa	mga	mata	ni	Lola	Angking	nang	sila	
ay	magpaalam.	Matagal	silang	hindi	nakauwi	sa	Pangasinan	kaya	
pinaghandaan	nila	ang	bakasyong	pinakahihintay	ng	buong	pamilya.	

Gayunman,	tila	kay	bilis	lumipas	ng	panahon.	Hindi	nila	namalayan	na	
kailangan	na	naman	nilang	bumalik	sa	lungsod	upang	ipagpatuloy	ang	buhay	
roon.	

Sakay	ng	kotse,	binaybay	ng	pamilya	ang	kahabaan	ng	North	Luzon	
Expressway.	Nakatulog	naman	ang	magkakapatid	na	sina	Betty,	Lanie,	at	Mitoy	
dahil	sa	tagal	ng	biyahe.

“Mga	anak,	gumising	muna	kayo.	Magstop-over	muna	tayo	rito	sa	
gasolinahan.	May	malapit	ding	kainan	at	palikuran	dito.	Mahaba-haba	pa	ang	
biyahe	natin	pabalik	sa	Maynila,”	wika	ni	Nanay	Lorna.	Siya	ang	tagapag-alaga	
ng	mga	anak	sa	tuwing	magtatrabaho	sa	ibayong-dagat	ang	asawang	si	Tatay	
Ambo.	

“Kailangan	ding	magpahinga	sandali	ng	tatay	ninyo	para	makaiwas	tayo	sa	
anumang	sakuna	sa	daan,”		dagdag	pa	ng	maybahay.

Matapos	ang	isang	oras	na	pamamahinga	ay	nagpatuloy	ang	kanilang	
biyahe.	Habang	tumatakbo	ang	sasakyan	ay	nagmasid	sa	paligid	si	Mitoy.	

Lola Angking
Ang mga pangaral
ni
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Nakita	niya	ang	matataas	na	puno	sa	gilid	ng	daan,	malalawak	na	
palayan,	at	mga	sasakyang	tila	nag-uunahan	patungo	sa	dulo	ng	daan.	Sa	
kaniyang	pagninilay	ay	naalala	niya	ang	kaniyang	Lola	Angking.

“Apo,	halika	rito.	Ipakikita	ko	ang	mga	larawan	ng	iyong	tatay	noong	siya	
ay	bata	pa	at	ng	buong	pamilya,”	aya	noon	ng	kaniyang	lola.

“Napakabait	na	anak	ng	tatay	mo.	Siya	ang	bunso	sa	apat	na	
magkakapatid	at	nag-iisang	lalaki.	Mahusay	siya	sa	paaralan	at	hindi	niya	
sinasabi	na	siya	ang	nangunguna	sa	klase.	Malalaman	ko	na	lamang	kapag	
may	dumating	na	imbitasyon	at	kailangan	naming	dumalo	sa	pagbibigay-
parangal	sa	mga	natatanging	mag-aaral,”	masayang	pagbabalik-tanaw	ng	
matanda.

“Tingnan	mo	ang	kaniyang	mga	medalya	mula	elementarya	hanggang	
kolehiyo.	Malimit	kong	sabihin	sa	kaniya	na	itigil	na	ang	pagsusunog	ng	
kilay	kapag	gabi	na	at	kailangan	nang	matulog.	Madalas	ay	humihirit	pa	
siya	ng	isang	oras	upang	tapusin	ang	kaniyang	binabasa,”	dagdag	pa	ni	Lola	
Angking.

Tila	musika	sa	tainga	ni	Mitoy	ang	mga	narinig	sa	kaniyang	lola.	

“Nakikinig	siya	sa	mga	payo	namin	ni	Lolo	Julian	mo.	Alam	niyang	
mahalagang	matutuhan	ng	isang	bata	ang	mga	kabutihang-asal	na	
kailangang	taglayin	hanggang	sa	paglaki.	Hindi	kami	nagkulang	ng	suporta	
sa	kaniya.	Iyan	din	ang	tularan	mo	upang	sa	susunod	na	panahon	ay	
maibahagi	mo	rin	sa	iba,”	patuloy	ng	matanda.	
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“Mahalagang	pinag-iisipan	muna	ang	mga	desisyon	upang	hindi	ka	
magkamali.	Huwag	kang	maiinggit	sa	yaman	ng	iba	bagkus	ito	ay	iyong	
gamitin	upang	pagbutihan	pa	ang	iyong	pag-aaral.	Gawin	mo	itong	susi	
upang	ikaw	ay	magtagumpay,”	nakangiting	wika	ni	Lola	Angking.

“Opo,	Lola	Angking.	Ang	lahat	ng	iyong	mga	sinabi	ay	aking	tatandaan	
at	pagsisikapang	gawin	upang	maging	matagumpay	rin	po	ako	sa	buhay.	
Magsisikap	din	po	ako	sa	aking	pag-aaral,”	magalang	na	tugon	ni	Mitoy.	

Mula	sa	pagkakaidlip	ay	ginising	si	Mitoy	ng	kaniyang	tatay.

“Anak,	gumising	ka	na.	Nandito	na	tayo	sa	bahay.	Halika	at	tulungan	
mo	akong	magbitbit	ng	mga	gamit	sa	loob	ng	bahay.	Magluluto	na	rin	ang	
nanay	mo	ng	hapunan,”	sabi	ni	Tatay	Ambo.

“Sige	po,	Tatay,	”	tugon	ni	Mitoy	na	nagbababa	na	rin	ng	mga	gamit	
mula	sa	likod	ng	sasakyan.

Matapos	ang	isang	oras	ay	nasa	hapag-kainan	na	ang	buong	pamilya.	
Tumawag	naman	sa	telepono	si	Lola	Angking	upang	kumustahin	ang	
naging	biyahe	ng	pamilya.	

Naramdaman	ni	Tatay	Ambo	ang	pagkasabik	ng	kaniyang	nanay	
na	muling	bumalik	sa	kanilang	lalawigan	sa	panahong	maluwag	ang	
iskedyul	ng	mag-anak.	Nangako	siyang	muling	bibisita	sa	darating	na	
Kapaskuhan	upang	doon	muli	magkasama-sama	ang	buong	pamilya.	
Nasasabik	ang	mga	anak	ni	Tatay	Ambo,	lalo	na	si	Mitoy,	sa	pangakong	
muling	babalik	sa	lalawigan	kung	saan	maghihintay	muli	si	Lola	
Angking.
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A. Ibigay ang kahulugan ng mga tampok na salita ayon sa iyong pang-
unawa. Isulat ang sagot sa ikalawang hanay sa ibaba.

Salita Sariling Pagpapakahulugan

1.  pamilya

2.  bakasyon

3.  ibayong-dagat

4.  pagsisikap

5.  susi

B. Sagutin ang mga tanong sa ibaba batay sa binasang kuwento.

1.	 Sino	ang	mga	tauhan	ng	kuwento?	Ilarawan	ang	kanilang	pamilya.

 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________

2.	 Saan	nagtungo	ang	pamilya	upang	magbakasyon?	Ilarawan	ang	lugar	na	
kanilang	dinaanan.

 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________

3.	 Tungkol	saan	ang	ikinuwento	ni	Lola	Angking	kay	Mitoy?	Ilarawan	ang	
nararamdaman	ng	matanda.

 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________

4.	 Ano	ang	pinakamahalagang	naipayo	ng	iyong	lolo	o	lola?	Paano	mo	ito	
isinasabuhay?

 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________

5.	 Nakapagbakasyon	ka	na	rin	ba	sa	malayong	lalawigan?	Ano	ang	hindi	mo	
malilimutan	sa	bakasyong	iyon?

 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________

Week
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 pagsulat 
ng Mungkahi

S a	tuwing	makikiisa	sa	isang	
gawain,	hindi	maaaring	mawala	
ang	pagbibigay	ng	mungkahi.	Ang	

palitan	ng	mga	mungkahi	ay	nakabubuti	
sa	pagpapaunlad	ng	isang	gawain.	

Katangian ng Sulatin
Sa	pagsulat	ng	mungkahi,	kalimitang	

pormal	ang	paraan	ng	pagpapahayag	o	
paggamit	ng	mga	salita.	Tulad	ng	isang	
karaniwang	liham,	sinisimulan	ito	gamit	
ang	magalang	na	pambating	pambungad.	
Pagkatapos,	maaari	nang	tuwirang	ilahad	
sa	liham	ang	mga	layunin	sa	pagsulat	
nito.	

Makatutulong	din	ang	paggamit	
ng	mga	angkop	na	salita	na	agad	
mauunawaan	ng	mambabasa.	Tiyakin	
din	na	nalalapit	o	nakauugnay	sa	paksa	o	
gawain	ang	mga	mungkahi.	

Isa	pang	katangian	ng	pagsulat	ng	
mungkahi	ay	ang	kalinawan	ng	mensahe	
nito.	Kailangang	may	maayos	na	

•		Jerome	B.	Vitug

pagkakasunod-sunod	ang	mga	hakbang	
na	nais	isulong,	maging	ang	mga	
maaaring	maibunga	ng	mga	ito.	Dapat	
din	na	ipahayag	ang	kahalagahan	at	
dahilan	kung	bakit	naisipan	ang	gayong	
mungkahi.

Mahalaga	rin	na	maipaunawa	sa	
susulatan	na	ang	iyong	mungkahi	ay	para	
sa	kabutihan	ng	nakararami.	Ipaliwanag	
din	ang	pakinabang	nito	sa	kasalukuyang	
panahon.

Maging Magalang
Mahalagang	maging	magalang	sa	

pagsulat	ng	mungkahi.	Isaalang-alang	
ang	paggamit	ng	magagalang	na	salita	
tulad	ng	“po”	at	“opo.”	

Narito	naman	ang	mga	pahayag	na	
maaari	mong	gamitin	sa	pagbibigay	ng	
mungkahi:	

•	 Sa	akin	pong	palagay,	mainam	
kung...

•	 Sa	akin	pong	pagsusuri...

•	 Dahil	nais	kong	mapaunlad	pa	ang	
ating	gawain,	iminumungkahi	ko	
pong...

•	 Maaari	pong	makatulong	ang	aking	
obserbasyon	na...

•	 Maaari	po	kaya	nating	subukan	
itong...

Handa	ka	na	bang	magsulat	ng	liham	
na	nagsasaad	ng	mungkahi?

Gawin
Kaugnay	sa	pagdiriwang	ng	
Buwan	ng	Wikang	Pambansa,	
sulatan	ng	liham	ang	iyong	
guro	hinggil	sa	maimumungkahi	
mong	makabago	o	malikhaing	
paraan	upang	ito	ay	ipagdiwang.	
Gumamit	ng	magagalang	na	
pananalita	sa	pagsulat.	

Week
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Sumulat	ng	tatlong	talata	sa	ibaba	ukol	sa	(1)	katangian	ng	iyong	
katutubong	wika,	(2)	suliraning	kinahaharap	nito,	at	(3)	mungkahing	
proyekto	na	nais	mong	isulong	upang	higit	itong	maitaguyod.	

ikAw na Nga! 

Ang Aking Katutubong Wika

Suliraning Kinahaharap

Mungkahing Proyekto

Week
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Sa	tuwing	ipinagdiriwang	ang	Buwan	ng	
Wikang	Pambansa,	karaniwan	nang	
maririnig	ang	pahayag	na	“Ang	hindi	

magmahal	sa	kaniyang	salita,	mahigit	sa	
hayop	at	malansang	isda.”	Hango	ito	sa	tulang	
“Sa	Aking	Mga	Kabata”	na	unang	inilimbag	
noong	1906.	Bagama’t	ipinangalan	kay	Jose	
Rizal	ang	tulang	ito	ay	napatunayan	nang	
hindi	siya	ang	tunay	na	may-akda	ng	tula.	

Sa	lathalaing	ito,	pagsisikapan	na	
maikintal	sa	iyong	isipan,	bilang	kabataang	
Pilipino,	ang	kahalagahan	ng	pagmamahal	
sa	sariling	wika	at	kung	paano	ito	
patuloy	na	maipamamalas.

Wika sa Tahanan
Ano	nga	ba	ang	ibig	

sabihin	ng	“sariling	wika?”	
Ang	sariling	wika	ay	hindi	
lamang	tumutukoy	sa	
ating	wikang	pambansa	
na	Filipino.	Bagkus,	ito	ay	
tumutukoy	rin	sa	lahat	ng	
mga	katutubong	wika	sa	
Pilipinas	na	unang	natutuhan	
ng	bawat	Pilipino	sa	iba’t	ibang	
bahagi	ng	bansa.	

•		Mary	Rose	B.	Magcamit

Ang	sariling	wika	ay	wika	na	unang	
natutuhan	sa	loob	ng	tahanan	o	ang	
tinatawag	nating	inang	wika	(mother	tongue).	
Halimbawa,	kung	kapuwa	Hiligaynon	ang	
mga	magulang	ng	isang	bata,	tiyak	na	
Hiligaynon	ang	unang	wika	na	narinig	niya.	
Ito	rin	ang	wikang	sinasalita	sa	kanilang	
pamamahay.	Samakatwid,	ang	Hiligaynon	
ang	maituturing	niyang	sariling	wika.

likas na Pagkatuto
Likas	ang	pagkatuto	ng	isang	bata	sa	
sariling	wika	kung	ito	ay	lagi	niyang	

naririnig	sa	kaniyang	paligid.	Sa	
pakikinig	pa	lamang	sa	mga	

magulang	ay	maaari	nang	
matutuhan	ang	wastong	
gamit	at	bigkas	ng	mga	
salita.	Habang	lumalaki	
ang	isang	bata,	lalawak	
din	ang	kaniyang	mga	
kaalaman	hinggil	sa	wika.	
Lalalim	din	ang	kagustuhan	
nitong	maipamalas	ang	

pagmamahal	sa	sariling	wika.	
Halimbawa,	pagsisikapan	na	
niyang	pag-aralan	ang	sining	ng	

wastong	paggamit	at	pagsulat	

Mahalin at 
Pagyamanin 

ang Sariling Wika

Larawan: Shutterstock
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Talakayin Natin
1. Paano mo maipamamalas ang pagmamahal sa sariling wika? 
2. Ano ang nakikita mong suliranin ukol sa iyong katutubong wika? 

Ano ang maaari mong gawin upang malutas ang isang suliraning pangwika? 
Magbigay ng sitwasyon. 

ng	kaniyang	sariling	wika	batay	sa	mga	
tuntuning	pangwika.	Ang	pagsulat	ng	mga	
makabuluhang	akda	gamit	ang	kinalakihang	
wika	ay	pagpapakita	na	rin	ng	pagmamahal	
sa	wika.	

Katayuan ng mga Katutubong 
Wika

Bakit	kailangan	nating	patuloy	na	
pagyamanin	ang	ating	sariling	wika?	Kung	
hindi	kasi	natin	ito	gagawin	ay	maaaring	
unti-unti	itong	maglaho.	

Ayon	sa	datos	ng	United	Nations	(UN),	
tinatayang	2,680	wika	sa	mundo	ang	
nanganganib	na	maglaho	dahil	hindi	na	
gaanong	nagagamit	o	sinasalita	ang	mga	ito.	
Dahil	dito,	itinakda	ng	UN	ang	2019	bilang	
Pandaigdigang	Taon	ng	mga	Katutubong	
Wika.	Ang	lahat	ay	hinihikayat	na	makiisa	
sa	pangangalaga,	pagtataguyod,	at	
pagpapasigla	sa	mga	nanganganib	na	wika.

Gampanin ng Bawat Isa
Malaki	ang	gampanin	at	maiaambag	ng	

kabataan	sa	pagsagip	ng	mga	katutubong	
wika.	Una	na	rito	ang	pag-aaral	at	patuloy	na	
paggamit	ng	sariling	wika.	Makatutulong	din	
ang	paglalaan	ng	panahon	upang	magbasa	
at	magsaliksik	ukol	sa	iba	pang	mga	wika.	
Ang	aktibong	pakikiisa	o	paglahok	sa	mga	
programa	sa	paaralan	na	magtataguyod	
sa	mga	katutubong	wika	ay	mainam	ding	
simulain. 

Mga Pinagbatayan: 
2019:	UN	International	Year	of	Indigenous	Languages.	https://www.timeanddate.
com/year/2019/indigenous-languages.html,	accessed	04	Marso	2019.	
“iKabataan	Ambasador	sa	Wika	(iKAW).”	KWF. http://kwf.gov.ph/ikabataan-
ambasador-sa-wika-ikaw/,	accessed	23	Abril	2019.	

iKAW na Nga!
Dahil	tunay	na	ang	kabataan	ang	pag-asa	

ng	bayan,	isinulong	ng	Komisyon	sa	Wikang	
Filipino	(KWF)	ang	iKabataan	Ambasador	sa	
Wika	(iKAW).	Ang	iKAW	ay	patimpalak	para	
sa	kabataang	Pilipino	na	nais	itaguyod	ang	
kanilang	katutubong	wika.	

Noong	Pebrero	2019	ay	nagsimulang	
manawagan	ang	KWF	sa	kabataang	may	
gulang	na	18–25	na	nagsasalita	ng	isang	
katutubong	wika	sa	Pilipinas	na	mahusay	
rin	sa	wikang	Filipino.	Pinagpasa	sila	ng	
limang	pahinang	sanaysay	na	nakasulat	
sa	Filipino	na	naglalarawan	sa	kanilang	
katutubong	wika.	Kasama	rin	dito	ang	mga	
suliraning	kinahaharap	ng	katutubong	wika	
at	kung	anong	proyekto	ang	nais	nilang	
ipatupad	sa	loob	ng	isang	taon	kung	sakaling	
mapiling	ambasador	ng	wika.	

Mula	sa	mga	nagpasa,	pipili	ang	
KWF	ng	Top	5	na	tutuloy	sa	ikalawang	
antas	ng	kompetisyon	na	gaganapin	sa	
Pammadayaw:	Araw	ng	Parangal	sa	Agosto	
2020.	

Kaya	bilang	mag-aaral	sa	elementarya,	
mainam	na	ngayon	pa	lang	ay	pagplanuhan	
mo	na	ang	mga	paraan	kung	paano	mo	
maitataguyod	ang	iyong	sariling	wika.	Baka	
sakaling	mahirang	kang	ambasador	ng	iyong	
katutubong	wika	sa	hinaharap. 
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Mahilig	ka	bang	mag-alaga	ng	hayop	tulad	ng	aso	at	pusa?	Bukod	sa	kanila,	marami	
pang	hayop	ang	nangangailangan	ng	iyong	pangangalaga.	Hindi	man	tulad	ng	aso	
o	pusa	na	maaaring	alagaan	sa	loob	ng	tahanan,	ang	mga	itatampok	na	hayop	sa	

lathalaing	ito	ay	iyong	maaalagaan	kung	matututo	kang	pangalagaan	ang	kanilang	tirahan.	
Basahin	ang	kanilang	mga	hinaing.	

Ang Makabagong Pabula

Ako si Dugong. Ang aming lahi ay 
tinatawag na mga “sirena ng dagat” dahil 
madalas kaming mapagkamalang sirena. 
Mga halaman at damo sa dagat ang 
paborito naming kainin kaya binansagan 
din kaming “sea cow.” Sa kasamaang-palad, 
kaunti na lamang ang mga kagaya ko sa 
karagatan dahil sa unti-unting pagkaubos 
ng aming natural na pagkain. Hinuhuli rin 
kami at pinapatay. 

Ako si Malmag. Naninirahan ako sa mga puno. 
Naging popular ako dahil sa maliit kong sukat. Isa 
ako sa mga yamang ipinagmamalaki ng Bohol. Isa 
rin ako sa mga binibisita ng mga turista. Gayunman, 

mas nais kong mamuhay sa isang tahimik na 
kapaligiran. Madali akong mapagod o matakot 

kapag maraming tao sa aking paligid. Isa 
ito sa mga dahilan ng pagkamatay ng iba 
kong kalahi. Bukod dito, ang tuluyang 
pagkakalbo ng kagubatan ay sanhi rin ng 
aming pagkaubos.

Larawan: mtoz/Creative Commons

•		Mary	Rose	B.	Magcamit	

Larawan:	Julien	Willem/Wikipedia
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Ako si Banoy. Itinuturing man 
akong pambansang ibon ng 
Pilipinas, nanganganib pa rin ang 
aking buhay. Malaking kawalan 
sa aming lahi ang pagkasira ng 
mga kagubatan. Mayroon ding 
nagnanais na kami ay hulihin, 
ipagbili, at ikulong. 

Ako si Tamaraw. Nagmula ako sa isang 
lahi na endemiko o matatagpuan lamang 
sa partikular na pook sa Pilipinas. Likas 
kaming naninirahan sa mga kapatagan 
at kabundukan ng Mindoro ngunit 
dahil sa pagkasira ng aming tirahan ay 
nanganganib na rin ang aming lahi. 

Ako si Pawikan. Ako ay isang malaking pagong 
na matatagpuan sa karagatan. Ang mga babae sa 
aming lahi ay kayang mangitlog ng 100 piraso 
ngunit hindi lahat ay nabubuhay. Nanganganib 
na rin kaming maubos dahil malimit kaming 
hulihin, ipangalakal, at kolektahin. Malaking hamon 
din sa aming buhay ang mga basura sa karagatan. 
Nakakain namin ang mga ito na karaniwan ay plastik.

Ang	mga	hinaing	nina	Dugong,	Malmag,	Banoy,	Tamaraw,	at	Pawikan	ay	hinaing	din	
ng	iba	pang	hayop	sa	ating	paligid.	Kailangan	nila	ng	maayos	at	ligtas	na	tirahan.	Tuluyan	
silang	mawawala	kung	patuloy	nating	sisirain	ang	kanilang	likas	na	tirahan.	Sa	kabilang	
banda,	maaari	pa	itong	maagapan	dahil	tiyak	na	naiisip	mo	na	ang	mga	dapat	mong	gawin	
upang	sila	ay	matulungan.	Handa	ka	na	bang	simulan	ang	isang	pagbabago?

La
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Larawan: Piccolo Namek/Creative Commons

Larawan:	Gregg	Yan/Creative	Commons
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A. Sagutin ang sumusunod na tanong batay sa binasa sa mga pahina 6–7. 

1.	 Ano-ano	ang	suliraning	kinahaharap	nina	Dugong,	Malmag,	
Banoy,	Tamaraw,	at	Pawikan?	

 ____________________________________________________________
 ____________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________

2.	 Sa	iyong	palagay,	bakit	mahalagang	pangalagaan	sina	Dugong,	Malmag,	
Banoy,	Tamaraw,	at	Pawikan?	

	 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________

3.	 Sa	munti	mong	paraan,	ano	ang	magagawa	mo	para	matulungan	ang	mga	
itinampok	na	hayop?	

	 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________

4.	 Ano	ang	maimumungkahi	mong	programa	o	proyekto	upang	mapangalagaan	
sina	Dugong,	Malmag,	Banoy,	Tamaraw,	at	Pawikan?	

	 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________

5.	 Sa	iyong	palagay,	bakit	“Ang	Makabagong	Pabula”	ang	ginamit	na	pamagat	
ng	may-akda?	Maituturing	nga	bang	pabula	ito?	Ipaliwanag	ang	sagot.

	 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________

Week
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B. Ibigay ang iyong hinuha sa sumusunod na sitwasyon. 

1.	 Hinihingal	na	si	Banoy	sa	kalilipad.	Pagod	na	siyang	ikampay	ang	mga	
pakpak.	

	 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________
2.	 Napalayo	si	Dugong	sa	kaniyang	pamilya	dahil	sa	kahahanap	ng	mga	
halaman	at	damo	sa	dagat.	

 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________
3.	 Si	Malmag	ay	bihira	na	lamang	magpakita	sa	mga	turista.	

	 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________
4.	 Naging	mailap	si	Tamaraw.	Lagi	na	siyang	nangangamba	sa	tuwing	
makaririnig	ng	mga	yabag	ng	tao.	

	 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________
5.	 Si	Pawikan	ay	nahihirapang	lumunok	at	huminga	kahit	natural	na	tirahan	niya	
ang	karagatan.	

 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________________

Ayon sa UP Diksiyonaryong Filipino, ang hinuha ay tumutukoy sa “hatol, pasiya, opinyon, o 
palagay na ginawa batay sa mga katibayan at pangangatwiran.” Samakatwid, mahalagang 
maisaalang-alang ang mga makakalap na impormasyon bago magbigay ng hinuha. Maaari 
ding magkaroon ng iba’t ibang hinuha sa isang pangyayari batay na rin sa kung paano ito 
isinakonteksto ng sumuri. Ang pagbibigay ng hinuha ay maaaring simulan sa “Siguro ay...,” 
“Sa aking palagay...,” “Sa tingin ko...,” at “Baka kasi...”

Pagbibigay ng Hinuha sa mga Pangyayari sa Kuwento
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Apat na Uri ng Panghalip

Ang	panghalip	ay	salitang	ginagamit	bilang	panghalili	o	pamalit	sa	
pangngalan.	Ito	ay	nakatutulong	upang	maiwasan	ang	paulit-ulit	na	
pagbanggit	sa	pangngalan	sa	isang	pahayag	o	talata.	

May	apat	na	uri	ng	panghalip:	panao,	pamatlig,	panaklaw,	at	pananong.	
•	 Panao	–	ginagamit	bilang	panghalili	sa	ngalan	ng	tao	tulad	ng	ako,	siya,	tayo
	 Halimbawa:	 Si	Carla	ay	mahilig	magbasa	ng	talambuhay	ng	mga	bayani.
	 	 	 Siya	ay	mahilig	ding	magbasa	tungkol	sa	kasaysayan	ng	Pilipinas.	

•	 Pamatlig	–	ginagamit	bilang	panghalili	sa	pangngalan	na	tinutukoy	o	itinuturo	
	 Halimbawa:	 Ang	mga	bayani	sa	bansa	ay	nagbigay	ng	karangalan	sa	atin.		
	 	 	 Marapat	silang	kilalanin	dito.		

•	 Panaklaw	–	tawag	sa	panghalip	na	sumasaklaw	sa	kaisahan,	dami,	o	kalahatan	
ng	tinutukoy	tulad	ng	iba,	lahat,	sinuman,	at	kailanman

	 Halimbawa:		Sinuman	ay	maaaring	makiisa	sa	paglilinis	ng	Manila	Bay.		 	
	 	 	 Lahat	ay	humahanga	sa	mga	bayani.

•	 Pananong	–	panghalili	sa	pangngalan	na	ginagamit	sa	pagtatanong	na	maaaring	
isahan	o	maramihan	

	 Halimbawa:	 Sino	ang	hinahangaan	mong	bayani?
	 	 	 Ano-ano	ang	maaari	mong	gawin	upang	makatulong?

A. Basahing mabuti ang sumusunod na diyalogo. Pagkatapos, salungguhitan ang 
wastong panghalip sa loob ng panaklong na bubuo sa diwa ng bawat eksena.  

Tina: (Sino, Ano, Saan) ang	nakalimot	ng	baunan	sa	ibabaw	ng	mesa?
Liza:	(Ako, Siya, Sila)	ang	nakaiwan.	Hindi	ko	naalala	na	(rito, roon, diyan)	ko	
pala	naiwan	ang	aking	baunan.	

Tina:	Kunin	mo	na	lang	(ito, kay, kina)	Gary	dahi	siya	ang	nagtabi	ng	baunan.
Liza:	Sige.	Maraming	salamat.		

G.	Vitug:	(Sinuman, Lahat, Ilan)	kayo	ay	mahuhusay	tumula.	Gayunman,	isa	
lang	ang	tatanghalin	bilang	pinakamahusay	na	makata	at	(ito, iyon, 
siya) ay	walang	iba	kundi	si	Tony.

Lahat:	Binabati	ka	(nila, namin, kami),	Tony.	Mahusay	ang	ipinamalas	mong	
pagtula.	

Tony:	Maraming	salamat	sa	(ninyo, inyo, kanila).	Nagagalak	ako	sa	
parangal	na	aking	natanggap.	

Week
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B. Muling isulat ang bawat pangungusap sa ibaba sa pamamagitan ng pagpapalit ng 
pangngalan sa panghalip ayon na rin sa hinihingi sa bawat bilang.

1.	 Si	Althea	ay	bumili	ng	pasalubong	para	sa	ama.	(panao)	

	 ___________________________________________________________________________
2.	 Sa	Mindanao	matatagpuan	ang	Isla	ng	Siargao.	(pamatlig)

	 ___________________________________________________________________________
3.	 Ang	mga	mag-aaral	at	ang	mga	guro	sa	aming	paaralan	ay	sabay-sabay	na	
binati	at	sinalubong	ang	bagong	punongguro.	(panaklaw)

	 ___________________________________________________________________________
4.	 Si	Jean	ang	pinakamahusay	na	sumayaw	sa	magkakaibigan.	(pananong)

	 ___________________________________________________________________________
5.	 Hindi	alam	ni	Benjie	kung	sino	sa	mga	kaibigang	sina	Ella,	Dante,	at	Omel	ang	una	
niyang	lalapitan.	(panaklaw)

	 ___________________________________________________________________________

Ben:	(Sino, Ano, Kanino)	na	ang	tapos	sa	inyo	sa	ating	proyekto?
Lito:	Bukas	na	ba	ang	pasahan	nito?	Naku!	Hindi	ko	pa	natatapos	(itong, 

iyong, iyang)	ginagawa	ko.
Kaloy:	Huwag	kang	mag-alala.	Maaari	ka	naman	(sila, tayo, namin)	na	
tulungan.		

Bb.	Santos:	(Sino, Ilan, Kailan)	sa	inyo	ang	kailangang	pumunta	sa	
aklatan?	

Jenny:	Dalawa	po	(kami, tayo, sila)	ni	Kaloy	na	pupunta.	
Nante:	Maaari	po	ba	akong	sumama	sa (iyo, kanila, kaniya),	Bb.	
Santos?	Hihiram	din	po	kasi	(tayo, ako, siya)	ng	ensiklopedya.	

C. Sumulat sa ibaba ng isang talata hinggil sa hindi mo malilimutang karanasan kasama 
ang iyong mga kaibigan. Gumamit ng angkop na mga panghalip sa pagsasalaysay. 

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Loving your country
•		Gabrielle	Iryn	S.	Yatco

Filipinos have been through so much 
over the centuries. They have been 
ruled by other countries and have 

fought for an independent Philippines 
during the end of the 19th century and 
the first half of the 20th century.

Many Filipinos have lost their lives in 
their fight for freedom because of their 
love for their country. This value is called 
patriotism, which, according to the online 
version of the Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 
is the love for or devotion to one's 
country.

During colonial times, natives showed 
their love for their country either through 
physical combat or through their writing. 
In modern-day Philippines, how is 
patriotism shown by Filipinos? One way 
is by buying and promoting Filipino 
products.

Ordinary Filipino citizens support 
Filipino culture by purchasing local 
products that are created or nurtured by 
natives. Many start-up companies are 
focused on producing Filipino goods. 
Many of these products are also made 
of raw materials that are found in the 
country.

The Philippines is also rich 
in agriculture, thus many Filipinos are 
farmers. Patriotic Filipino consumers 
ensure that Filipino farmers and 
entrepreneurs are shown appreciation 
for their hard work and craftsmanship. 
Buying local products, in turn, helps the 
Philippine economy grow.

Promotion of local products is also 
strengthened by online means. Social 
media and other online platforms help 
in widening the reach of promotional 
efforts and in raising awareness about 
indigenous or local goods.

Some Filipinos travel around the 
Philippines to experience the different 
Filipino cultures. Some stand for 
advocacies that they believe would 
benefit Filipinos and the country. A 
number of these advocacies are calls for 
equality among citizens of different social 
statuses and identities.

Patriotism can be shown in many 
ways. So, how about you? How do you 
show your love for your country?

Photo: Rawpixel.com (shutterstock.com)
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clear and Beautiful Bodies 
of water in the philippines

•		Gabrielle	Iryn	S.	Yatco

The Philippines is an archipelago, which means that the country is composed of 
a group of islands. This also means that the country boasts of many beautiful 
bodies of water. The following are some of these:

Reference:
Copuyoc, Monica. "8 of the Clearest Bodies of Water in the Philippines." Preview, 22 March 2018. https://www.preview.ph/culture/8-
of-the-clearest-bodies-of-water-in-the-philippines-a1810-20180322. Accessed 10 April 2019.
ABS-CBN News. "Bandila: Summer adventure, puwede pang ma-enjoy sa Calaguas." YouTube.com, 21 May 2018. https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=VAQIS2V9QUY. Accessed 10 April 2019.
Wonder World. "The Enchanted River - Mystical Clear Blue Waters." YouTube.com, 11 June 2018. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=LhphNPUsBdQ. Accessed 10 April 2019.
Manlupig, Karlos. "The enchanting blue river of Hinatuan, Surigao del Sur." Rappler.com, 23 April 2015. https://www.rappler.com/life-
and-style/travel/ph-travel/90800-hinatuan-enchanted-river-surigao-del-sur.

Calaguas Group of Islands, 
Camarines Norte

The Calaguas group of islands in 
Camarines Norte in Luzon is a hotspot 
for tourists because it has been barely 
touched by modernization. The local 
government there does not allow high-
rise buildings to maintain the natural 
beauty of the islands.

The clear waters and vibrant greenery 
make up for the lack of urbanization. You 
would not probably miss the city once 
you set foot on the islands and swim in 
their crystal-clear waters.

The Enchanted River, Hinatuan, Surigao del Sur
The town of Hinatuan in Surigao del Sur in 

Mindanao is home to the Enchanted River. It is called so 
because locals believe that fairies, pixies, and mermaids 
play and sing around the water in the river.

The Enchanted River contains water that is blue and 
so clear that fish of different kinds can be seen from a 
viewing area just above the more-than-80-meter dive on 
one side of the river.

When it is noon, the Hinatuan Hymn is played from 
loud speakers. The river is cleared of people, and fish 
swim to the riverbank. The caretaker of the river throws 
in bits of rice and octopus meat to the water, which the 
fish quickly consume.

Photo: Nesly Mateo (shutterstock.com)

Photo: MJ Mazo (shutterstock.com)
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The Philippines experiences many 
natural disasters every year 
because of its geographic location. 

The country is right along the Pacific 
Typhoon Belt—an area in the Pacific 
Ocean where storms generate. The 
country is also part of the Pacific Ring 
of Fire, which is a path along the Pacific 
Ocean that is abundant with active 
volcanoes and earthquakes.

The location of the Philippines 
guarantees it an average of 20 typhoons 
every year. The country also experiences 
volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, flooding, 
and landslides.

A Chain of Disasters
The Philippines is often featured on 

global news headlines when it comes 
to calamities. You would see affected 
Filipinos with wide smiles, but behind 
those smiles are difficult days experienced 
as a result of the effects of natural 
disasters.

Typhoons are weather occurrences 
that get their energy from the warm 
tropical waters of the Pacific and Atlantic 
Oceans. They have maximum sustained 
winds of at least 74 miles per hour (mph), 
which could reach up to 150mph and 
become Super Typhoons.

Strong winds and heavy rains are 
dangerous as they can damage houses 
and buildings. This is why classes get 
suspended when typhoons are predicted 
to hit certain areas.

Earthquakes refer to the sudden 
shaking of the ground caused by the 
movement of materials below the surface 
of the Earth. They destroy structures 
and can start fires. The real damage they 
can cause people is when people get 
stuck under collapsed buildings or inside 
burning buildings.

Typhoons and earthquakes can cause 
flooding, which can be worsened by 
badly built man-made structures and 

Photo: shutterstock.com

•		Gabrielle	Iryn	S.	Yatco
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Study Enrichment
A. Concepts
1. Pacific Typhoon Belt
2. Pacific Ring of Fire
3. leptospirosis
4. malaria
5. lava
6. crater

B. Questions to Answer
1. What are the natural disasters that the Philippines 

experiences?
2. How do these natural disasters occur?
3. What are the effects of these natural disasters on the country?
4. How can Filipinos prepare and minimize losses from these 

natural disasters?

References:
Bagayas, Samantha. "Why Philippines and Indonesia are prone to natural hazards." Rappler.com, 19 October 2018. https://www.rappler.com/
move-ph/214623-why-philippines-indonesia-prone-natural-hazards. Accessed 11 April 2019.
National Geographic Society. "Ring of Fire." National Geographic, Last Updated 05 April 2019. https://www.nationalgeographic.org/
encyclopedia/ring-fire/. Accessed 11 April 2019.
World Health Organization. "Flooding and communicable diseases fact sheet." https://www.who.int/hac/techguidance/ems/flood_cds/en/. 
Accessed 11 April 2019.
Wei-Haas, Maya. "Volcanoes, explained." National Geographic, 15 January 2018. https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/natural-
disasters/volcanoes/. Accessed 15 April 2019.
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improper garbage disposal. Flooding 
also increases the risk of infection. 
Diseases, such as diarrhea, leptospirosis, 
dengue, and malaria, have a greater 
chance of being widely spread in flooded 
communities.

Underwater earthquakes can usually 
cause tsunamis, “a series of ocean waves 
that sends surges of water, sometimes 
reaching 100 feet in height, onto land.” 
Tsunamis hit with little warning, making 
them deadly to coastal areas.

Wrath of Volcanoes
Volcanoes are openings on the surface 

of the Earth that allow materials warmer 
than its surroundings to get out from 
under the surface. The materials escape 
either through an explosion or a calm 
flow of lava (molten rock) from the 
openings.

Volcanic eruptions threaten humans 
in several ways. One example is an 
avalanche of hot rocks, ashes, and toxic 
gases that flow down from the crater of 
the volcano at a very fast pace.

Another danger is lahar, which is a 

volcanic mudflow that is comprised of 
mud and debris. Lahar can bury an entire 
town. Volcanic ash made of rocks and 
volcanic glass are harmful, too.

All of these volcanic materials are 
familiar to Filipinos who experienced the 
June 1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo 
in Luzon. A huge cloud of ash and gas 
appeared three days before the second-
largest volcanic eruption on the planet 
in the 20th century. Ashes were scattered 
everywhere because of intense winds 
from an incoming typhoon. Ashes from 
the eruption even reached the Indian 
Ocean, which is the ocean surrounded 
by Asia, Australia, the Pacific Ocean, 
Antarctica, and the Atlantic Ocean.

Massive avalanches of volcanic 
material raced down the slopes of Mount 
Pinatubo. Smaller eruptions happened 
occasionally until September 1991.

The overall impact of these natural 
disasters on the Philippines can be 
reflected in the national economy. These 
calamities cause damage to property, 
disturb livelihood and income, and worst 
of all, take away lives. Natural disasters 
disrupt the daily workings of society.
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Nature Facing Disaster
Philippine Agriculture During Typhoons
•		Gabrielle	Iryn	S.	Yatco

The Philippines gets hit by an average of 20 typhoons every year. This natural 
disaster impacts the three major economic sectors in the country: service, 
industry, and agriculture. Of the three, agriculture is directly at the receiving end 

of the wrath of typhoons.

Agriculture is the practice of producing crops and raising livestock or animals for 
profit. When a typhoon is coming, it is bad news for farmers, fishermen, and businesses.

References:
Merriam-Webster Dictionary. “Agriculture.” https://www.merriam-webster.com/
dictionary/agriculture. Accessed 14 April 2019.
Ignacio, Reicelene Joy N. “Storm-lashed 2018 dampens farm output, growth falls to 
1%.” Business World, 10 January 2019. https://www.bworldonline.com/storm-lashed-
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“Philippines: Disaster Management Reference Book. Center for Excellence in Disaster 
Management & Humanitarian Assistance, March 2018. ”https://www.cfe-dmha.org/
LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=nZpxHvsFZqA%3d&portalid=0. Accessed 14 April 2019.
Gepuela, Lou. "How to protect farmers from disasters, climate risk." Rappler.com, 12 
August 2017. https://www.rappler.com/move-ph/issues/disasters/178318-protect-
filipino-farmers-disaster-climate-risk. Accessed 15 April 2019.

Damages
During typhoons, a major threat to 

Filipinos is food security. In 2018, the 
Philippines was struck by Super Typhoon 
Ompong and 12 more tropical cyclones, 
which, in total, caused ₧36 billion worth 
of damage to agriculture.

The agricultural sector did not meet 
most of its production targets, such as in 
rice and corn production. Rice production 
was even lower than the total in 2017.

Agriculture contributes the least to 
the national economy, but the impact 
of typhoons on production can still 
contribute to the slowing down of 
the development of the economy. For 
example, one-third of the Filipino 
population works in agriculture, making 
that portion the most vulnerable to 
typhoons.

The negative impact of typhoons on 
production affects the income of farmers 
and fishermen. This is aside from losing 
their crops and catches and their gear.

Supporting Growth in the Sector
Many agricultural areas are 

underdeveloped. To minimize damage 
during typhoons, the government has 
focused on the improvement of facilities 
and farm-to-market roads, among other 
aspects, in 2019.

Undeveloped roads make it difficult 
to transport produce from farms to 
markets. The lack of modern equipment 
and facilities hinders progress. Better 
technology can decrease losses during 
typhoons and increase productivity.

The government also encourages the 
private sector to help protect agricultural 
workers financially after typhoons. It also 
emphasizes the need to train workers in 
disaster preparedness.
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What have been your experiences during and after storms? How 
do you help in preparing for them? Below, write a short essay 
explaining your experiences and how you help in preparation 

for storms.

Photo: Stephane Bidouze (shutterstock.com)
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Thoughtfulness 
at home and in School

•	Gabrielle	Iryn	S.	Yatco

You often spend your days with other people. At home, you are with your family. In 
school, you are with your classmates and teachers. Because of this, you often face 
situations wherein you have to deal with the different needs and wants of others. 

This is where the value of thoughtfulness comes into play.

Being Considerate
Thoughtfulness is a quality that shows 

that you are considerate of the needs and 
wants of other people.

You may need or want something 
that your sibling or friend does not. For 
example, after arriving home from school, 
you want to go outside of the house and 
play with your sibling, but your sibling 
does not want to because he or she wants 
to rest. What would be the thoughtful 
thing to do? You should let your sibling 
rest and maybe make him or her a cup of 
hot chocolate as an added treat. You can 
ask him or her again to play outside of the 
house on a weekend, which is when you 
two might be well-rested.

Another example is when your parents 
need help in cleaning the house. It is 
your responsibility to take on some of the 
household chores. Doing your chores is 
thoughtful considering that your parents 
work hard to provide you with your own 
needs and wants.

In school, you and your classmates 
take on various activities. When planning 

for activities, not only should you share 
your ideas with your classmates, but you 
should also listen attentively to their own 
ideas. Then, by collaborating and making a 
compromise among all your ideas, you can 
achieve success in your group work.

Receiving Consideration
Being thoughtful about your actions 

and their effects on other people is key to 
harmonious relationships with them and 
with yourself as well. Thoughtfulness will 
not guarantee that other people will be 
considerate of your own needs and wants. 
However, this should not stop you from 
being kind and generous to other people.

The thing to keep in mind is that you 
are spreading positivity around you, which 
can influence other people to do the same.
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preserving Native 
Filipino culture

•	Gabrielle	Iryn	S.	Yatco

Before the Philippines was officially called so, it already had its own collective 
culture. The country has thousands of islands, which is why Filipinos are divided 
into many different ethnic groups that have different native cultures.

The Philippines has many indigenous 
groups that are spread across the nation. 
According to the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP), 110 
ethno-linguistic groups exist in the 
country with about 14 to 17 million 
natives. Thirty-three percent of them 
live in Northern Luzon, mainly in the 
Cordillera Administrative Region, while 
61 percent live in Mindanao. Some 
groups are also settled in the Visayas.

The following are some of the 
indigenous groups in the Philippines to 
give you a glimpse:

1. Subanon. The Subanon, which is also 
called “Subanen,” “Subano,” and 
“Subanu,” is the biggest non-Muslim 
indigenous group in the Zamboanga 
Peninsula in Mindanao. The name of 
the group means “a person or people 
of the river” or “from up the river.” 
Some sources from the Spanish and 
the American colonial periods in the 
Philippines argue that the Subanon 
are the original people of western 
Mindanao.

The Subanon plant rice, coconuts, 
corn, and root crops. They also fish, hunt, 
and gather resources from the forest. 
They also engage in pottery making and 
oral literature, such as folktales and epics.

2. Gaddang. The Gaddang live in 
northern Nueva Vizcaya in Luzon. The 
name of the group means “burned 
by heat,” which is said to refer to the 
skin color of the group, being darker 
than other native groups in the old 
Mountain Province. The Gaddang 
plant rice, too, which is their staple 
crop. They also fish and hunt. The 
Gaddang who live on the mountains 
harvest produce mainly for personal 
consumption, while those who live 
on the plains plant and harvest 
more crops for profit due to access to 
technology.
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Human 
Relations in 
Pre-colonial 
Philippines
•		Nicanor	C.	Lajom

Research, documentations, and even archaeological findings suggest that pre-
colonial Philippine culture was very rich and diverse. Historians believe that 
prior to the arrival of the first Spanish colonizers, the Philippines was made 

up of several kingdoms, rajahnates, and sultanates, which followed their own sets of 
laws, leadership, and social norms.

Familial Relations and Marriage
Familial ties within social groups could 

be considered closely knit. The bond 
between a man and a woman through 
marriage also signified a bond between 
families and clans.

The father was regarded as the head of 
the family, while the mother took care of 
the household. Both the mother and the 
father were given complete obedience and 
respect by the children.

Courtship in pre-colonial Philippines 
was long, arduous, and expensive. Marriage 
happened after a long courtship process 
and the offering of a dowry for the bride. 

Women
Women were generally regarded as 

equal to men. In the family, mothers had 
the honor of naming the children. Some 
women also held high positions in pre-
colonial society. Babaylans were generally 
women, but feminized men also held this 
position.

In some pre-colonial social structures, 
women held key roles that were of equal 
importance to roles held by men, which, 
in turn, also gave women some form of 
leadership over their clan.
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A. Concepts
1. dowry
2. babaylan
3. rajahnate
4. sultanate
5. chief executive
6. legislator

B. Questions to Answer
1. What does marriage signify between families and 

clans?
2. How were Filipino women treated during pre-

colonial times?
3. What were the cultural achievements of pre-

colonial Filipinos?

Study Enrichment
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kingdom/371715/. Accessed 30 April 2019.
"12 Surprising Facts You Didn’t Know About Pre-Colonial Philippines." 
Filipiknow.net. https://filipiknow.net/facts-about-pre-colonial-philippines/. 
Accessed 30 April 2019.
"Philippines Before the Arrival of the Spanish." http://factsanddetails.com/
southeast-asia/Philippines/sub5_6a/entry-3833.html. Accessed 30 April 2019.
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Culture
The cultural achievements of those 

times include the development and 
practice of indigenous martial arts, 
warfare, and other related skills. The 
indigenous peoples also respected the 
natural world, including the spiritual 
beings that they believed they encounter 
or interact with.

An organized system of communities 
also exist. These communities follow 
common laws and practices that promote 
social welfare and peaceful coexistence. 
Indigenous education, language, and 
writing systems are also present.

government
The typical community of the early 

Filipino civilization was generally called 
a barangay. It was an independent unit of 
society, which had its own government. 
The term “barangay” originated from 
“balangay,” a Malay word that refers to the 
kind of “sail boat” that early Filipinos used 
for sea travel.

A barangay was headed by a datu, a 
rajah, or a sultan—depending on the region 
from which it is found.

The leader, usually in close coordination 
with village elders, acted as the chief 
executive, legislator, and judge. Laws are 
usually passed on through oral tradition.

Foreign Relations
Foreign trade with the Chinese and 

most of Southeast Asia existed in the 
Philippines in the pre-Spanish era. This 
claim was supported by Chinese porcelain 
and related artifacts found in shipwrecks 
off the coasts of Panay and in many other 
areas. These were believed to date back 
to pre-colonial times. Gold and silk were 
also some of the other products traded 
between countries during that time.
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A BRieFeR: 
education in pre-colonial 

philippines
•	Jennilyn	S.	Zuniega
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Our Culture

Education in the Philippines has gone through many changes because of 
colonialism. Have you ever wondered how young Filipinos were educated 
during the pre-colonial period? Below is a glimpse of Philippine education in 

early Filipino society. 

•	 Education was informal.

Teaching was oral, practical, and hands-on. Education had no structure and 
formal methods.

•	 Children were taught by their parents or tribal tutors.

Young Filipinos were given more lessons on practical duties and less on academics 
by their parents or tribal tutors. The goal was to teach the youth to respect the god 
Bathala, respect truth and justice, be obedient, and be loyal to their families.

•	 Filipinos were highly literate.

Pre-colonial Filipinos were able to read and write well, using the ancient writing 
system called baybayin to educate themselves further. The word “baybay” means “to 
spell and write” in Tagalog.

According to Spanish colonizers, pre-colonial Filipinos had a higher literacy 
rate than Madrid, Spain. Filipinos who lived in coastal areas were said to be the 
most literate in the country. Some of them were the Ilocanos, the Tagalogs, the 
Kapampangan, and Filipinos from Samar and Leyte.
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•		Gabrielle	Iryn	S.	Yatco

•		Illustrator:		Loewe	Isabel	Lalic

Language is a significant tool for communication. It aids understanding and 
develops relationships. Additionally, language also tells stories from the past.

Tracing Back Roots
As time passes, language evolves, which 

is why it is sometimes hard to determine 
the origin of some languages. However, 
it helps that many languages around the 
world have similar roots. This is evident in 
words from different languages that sound 
or mean similarly. By comparing different 
languages, you may be able to trace their 
roots and, more fascinatingly, learn about 
the history of different groups of people.

In the Philippines, hundreds of 
languages exist because of the different 
origins and cultures of its natives. Being 
an archipelago or a group of islands also 
helped the country in developing and 
preserving these languages. The geographic 
division of territories strengthened their 
tools for communication.

Despite having bodies of water as 
geographic borders, the Philippines 
recognizes all the historic languages honed 
in its territories as its own.

Commonality Due to Geography
Geography is key in explaining why 

many languages from different countries 
are related. Let us dig deeper to uncover the 
root of this commonality.

The ethnic group called Malay covers 
the largest percentage of the Filipino 
population. The Malay people settled in the 
Philippines thousands of years before the 
country was colonized in the 16th century.

The Malay group comes from the 
Malay Peninsula and its surrounding 
islands. The peninsula is comprised of 
parts of Myanmar, Thailand, Malaysia, and 
Singapore. The dispersion of Malay natives 
from the peninsula to its neighboring 
territories resulted in the spread and 
development of the Malayo-Polynesian or 
Austronesian languages.

The Austronesian language group is 
one of the largest in the world, having 
languages spoken by natives of Vietnam, 
Cambodia, Taiwan, New Zealand, and (yes, 
you guessed it!) the Philippines, among 
others.

Concept Article

Tracing Back
Filipino Languages
to Their Roots



Study Enrichment

A. Concepts
1. archipelago
2. peninsula
3. Austronesian languages

B. Questions to Answer
1. What is the importance of language?
2. How did the Austronesian languages in the Philippines 

come about?
3. What are other words that are similar or related among 

Filipino languages?

References:
Blust, Robert Andrew. "Austronesian languages." Encyclopaedia Britannica. https://www.britannica.com/topic/Austronesian-
languages. Accessed 15 May 2019.
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byu.edu/classes/Ling450ch/reports/filipino.html. Accessed 15 May 2019.

Around 160 native Filipino languages are part of the Austronesian language group. 
Some of these are major languages in the country, such as Tagalog, Ilocano, Cebuano, 
and Kapampangan.

The following table presents numbers as spoken in different Filipino languages.

Tagalog Ilocano Cebuano
isa maysa usa

dalawa dua duha
tatlo tallo tulu
apat uppat upat
lima lima lima

These pre-colonial Filipino languages have evolved greatly throughout the 
centuries and have borrowed many words from many different languages, some of 
which are Chinese, Spanish, English, Sanskrit, Japanese, and other Filipino languages.

Not only can language help in telling the history of a group of people, it can also 
strengthen relationships within and between countries. Rather than seeing language 
as a barrier, it should be used as a bridge for progress.
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As a Grade 6 pupil, what would you say if you were asked about current news 
and events in the Philippines?

Because of this, you hold some power in 
changing negative actions that lead to 
societal problems. Being ignorant of these 
issues only contributes to the problem.

What the Youth Can Do
A young Filipino, such as yourself, can 

improve his or her awareness by getting 
into the habit of reading the news from 
newspapers or trustworthy online news 
organizations. You can also be updated 
on current happenings by watching the 
news on the television or listening to 
the radio. Additionally, you can spread 
awareness by sharing with family and 
friends the pieces of information you 
acquire from these platforms.

Another important step is taking 
action to help solve important issues. It 
is your duty to give voice to the affected 
who cannot speak even though their 
problems do not impact you. Solutions 
start with a generous heart and the 
willingness to help.

According to a study by United 
Kingdom market research company Ipsos 
MORI called “The Perils of Perception 
2017,” the top three most ignorant 
nationalities in the world are South 
Africans, Brazillians, and Filipinos. The 
study had 29,133 participants from 
around the globe and measured their 
knowledge on important issues, such as 
murder, terrorism, health, and religion, 
among others. 

starting with Awareness
Filipino citizens, young and old, have 

the responsibility to have an awareness 
of issues surrounding their communities 
and the country. Being aware means 
having the knowledge and understanding 
that certain situations exist.

Recognizing public concerns is one of 
the first steps in solving serious problems 
in communities. Local and national 
issues can affect you directly or indirectly. 

Being an informed 
young citizen

•	Jennilyn	S.	Zuniega
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Today, young Filipinos are more 
educated than ever. Thanks to 
modern technology, the youth 

has gained learning tools that can 
complement formal education if used 
effectively.

One of these tools is the seemingly 
limitless virtual space that is the Internet. 
In recent years, social media platforms 
have boomed, primarily connecting users 
with family, friends, and the rest of the 

world. Eventually, social media platforms 
have become venues wherein people get 
news updates from and share insights 
about current national issues.

Soon after, Facebook, Twitter, and 
other online platforms have become 
a space for protest and demonstration 
calling to address the problems in the 
country, as the Internet and access to it 
have amplified clamor for positive social 
change.

Youth Activism
Making a Difference Then and Now

•		Gabrielle	Iryn	S.	Yatco
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Online protests have played a 
major role in youth activism today. 
Young Filipinos have been actively 
participating in calling for socio-political 
improvement, driven by their thirst to 
contribute to the well-being of their 
countrymen.

Spanish-era Youth Activism
Even in the past, young Filipinos 

have been known as catalysts for 
change. Toward the end of the Spanish 
colonial period (1565–1898) and before 
advocating for liberation from the 
Spanish rule, many educated young 
Filipinos (Ilustrados), actively worked to 
achieve equality between Filipinos and 
Spaniards.

The first major effort by the young 
Filipino elite was the Propaganda 
Movement (1872–1892). It was the first 
Filipino nationalist movement and was 
inspired by proto-nationalist activism, 
which was devoted to the interests of the 
Philippines. Headed by Ilustrados, who 
were educated in Spain, it championed 
making the Philippines a Spanish 
province instead of just a colony. It also 
asked for Filipinos to be granted the same 
citizenship rights given to Spaniards.

Additionally, the movement backed 
the removal of Spanish friars from 
the Philippines to pave the way for 
empowered native Filipino clergymen. 
Efforts for the movement also brought 
out the artistic prowess of the young 
Filipino elite, which was said to 
be as good as that of their Spanish 
counterparts.

Unfortunately, the Propaganda 
Movement did not have a wide enough 
reach to get to the Filipino masses. 
However, it managed to open their 
eyes to the horrors and abuses of the 
Spaniards in the Philippines. The 
movement enlightened many Filipinos 
and, eventually, triggered calls for 
independence from Spanish authority.

Finding Common ground
Young Filipinos of any time period 

have the opportunity to make a 
difference, big or small. It is their 
responsibility to educate themselves 
to gain further improvement within 
themselves and, ultimately, their country.

Youth activism has paved the way for 
progress in Spanish Philippines, and it 
has been making a difference in one way 
or another today.

A. Concepts
1. Internet
2. liberation
3. Ilustrado
4. Propaganda 

Movement

B. Questions to Answer
1. What is the Propaganda Movement?
2. What are the similarities and differences between youth 

activism toward the end of the Spanish colonial period in the 
Philippines and youth activism in the present Philippines?

3. How can you participate in youth activism?

Study Enrichment
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The power of words
Jose Rizal’s Noli Me Tangere, 
Still Relevant Today

•	Gabrielle	Iryn	S.	Yatco

Our Culture
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Filipino hero Jose Rizal’s time in 
Europe, mainly spent through 
studying, and his love for country 

inspired him to write his powerful and 
controversial novel titled Noli Me Tangere, 
or Touch Me Not, (1887).

Rizal wrote the novel to expose the 
abusive behavior of Spanish authority 
toward Filipinos during the Spanish 
colonial period. Although he intended 
the novel to benefit his fellow Filipinos, 
he wrote it in Spanish so that he could 
get the attention of the Spanish rulers.

The novel places the lead character, 
Crisostomo Ibarra, who is a Europe-
educated young Filipino, in danger. 
Driven by his enthusiasm and 
experiences in Europe, he plans to build 
a new school in his hometown in the 
Philippines. Two Spanish priests named 
Padre Damaso and Padre Salvi, who 
enjoys power in Ibarra's hometown, join 
forces to bring him down along with his 
plan of establishing a school.

The story line of the novel mirrors 
what had happened in the Philippines 
during the Spanish rule. Ibarra’s plan 
to build a school reflects Rizal’s hope to 

enlighten his readers about the horrors of 
the colonizers. 

Additionally, the Spanish priests in 
the novel display the corrupt and cruel 
nature of real-life Spanish clergymen 
stationed in the Philippines. Their plan 
to stop Ibarra from building a new 
school demonstrates their fear of being 
dethroned by educated Filipinos.

Today, education is still as powerful 
as during the Spanish colonial period. 
Knowledge and putting it to good use can 
still topple evil.

Other symbolic characters, such as 
Maria Clara, who is Ibarra’s love interest, 
and Sisa, who is a mother of sons that 
undergo horrible experiences, reflect the 
image of the Philippines toward the end 
of the colonial period. The country was 
once beautiful, untouched; then, had 
been abused, tortured, and had become 
despairing.
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Concept Article

You must have been hearing so much about human rights issues in the country 
these days. When President Rodrigo “Digong” Duterte started his term in 2016, 
a loud clamor from many Filipinos was heard all over the country: from the 

noisy streets to the busy universe of social media.

Sadly, human rights and justice issues are not new topics. In the 16th-century 
Philippines, the marriage of the Church and the State reportedly made possible multiple 
human rights violations. The dominant issues raised during this era include slavery and 
forced labor. Triggered by these issues, many Filipinos rose to the occasion.

Mariano Ponce
During the reign of the Spanish colonizers in the Philippines, 
a reform movement published a biweekly periodical called 

La Solidaridad. It was founded by a triumvirate of young 
Filipino liberals namely Jose Rizal, Marcelo H. del Pilar, and 
Graciano Lopez Jaena.

However, another man was also behind this 
movement—Dr. Mariano Ponce, who pushed the 
movement into achieving its goals through his writings on 
history, politics, and sociology, among others. Ponce also 

served as the secretary of the movement. His contribution 
led to increased Spanish awareness of the Filipinos’ needs.

Ponce was briefly imprisoned after being suspected to 
have built connections with the Katipunan-led uprisings but was 

released after pleading not guilty.

Filipino Human RigHts 
CHampions in spanisH pHilippines

•		Paul	M.	Baloja
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Study Enrichment
A. Concepts
1. reform
2. movement
3. triumvirate
4. Katipunan
5. revolution
6. Cry of Balintawak

B. Questions to Answer
1. Who is Mariano Ponce?
2. Who is Gabriela Silang?
3. Who is Melchora Aquino?

References:

http://scientia-sanbeda.org/wp-content/
uploads/2017/12/2-piscos.pdf

https://www.spot.ph/newsfeatures/newsfeatures-
peopleparties/67571/10-badass-heroes-in-philippine-
history-a00171-20160829-lfrm

https://www.esquiremag.ph/culture/lifestyle/9-underrated-
heroes-they-didn-t-teach-in-history-class-a1729-
20170612-lfrm2

https://philippineculturaleducation.com.ph/melchora-
aquino/

Gabriela Silang
Gabriela Silang is one of the most remarkable 

women of her generation. The fierce Silang 
supported her husband, Diego, when he 
joined the revolution against the Spaniards 
in 1762. She joined the battlefield herself in 
an effort to overthrow the Spanish officials 
in Ilocos. Because of her unequaled courage, 
she assumed the role of the commander of the 
rebel troops when her husband was assassinated.

Melchora Aquino (Tandang sora)
Tandang Sora did not let the little education she received 

be a hindrance to her playing a significant role in the 
Katipunan. Her small sari-sari store in Balintawak became 
the shelter for sick and wounded katipuneros when they 
staged the first Cry of Balintawak, which officially 
launched the revolution against the Spaniards.

Tandang Sora fed, treated, and encouraged the 
katipuneros, eventually earning her the name “Mother of 

Katipunan.” She was later arrested as the Spaniards learned 
about her contributions to the Katipunan. She was exiled to 

the Marianas Islands.

The likes of Jose Rizal and Andres Bonifacio are usually mentioned when we talk 
about Filipino heroes, but many other historic Filipinos deserve to be recognized 
for their contributions in fighting for Filipino rights. These Filipinos had also made 
a mark in history through their small yet impactful contributions in the efforts to 
provide dignity to the Filipino.
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MATHinee Idol

Raymundo A. Favila is a Filipino mathematician famously known here in the 
Philippines and abroad for spearheading mathematical development and 
progression in the country. Favila has received many recognitions and awards 

from local and international mathematics institutions for his basic studies on 
geometry and algebra.

Reference

DOST-STII. “Raymundo A. Favila.” n.d. http://spheres.dost.gov.ph/sci-profile.
php?i=000449. Accessed on 1 March 2018.

Journey Here and Abroad
In 1939, Favila finished his doctoral 

degree at the University of California, 
Berkeley. He focused his doctoral 
dissertation on the fundamentals of 
stratifiable congruences and geometric 
inequality. In the same year that Favila 
graduated from UC, his dissertation was 
published internationally in the Bulletin 
of the American Society. He continued his 
path in the mathematics field here in the 
Philippines as he settled into a teaching 
career at the University of the Philippines, 
Diliman. In 1976, he was awarded by the 
university the title of Professor Emeritus 
of Mathematics. Three years after this, 
Favila was also elected as Academician of 
the National Academy of Science and 
Technology.

Career in the University
Even as Favila was teaching in the 

university, he continued to pursue his 
studies in mathematics, primarily in the 
field of algebra and geometry. He also 
continued to publish internationally, this 
time on stratifiable congruences, published 
in the Natural and Applied Science Bulletin. 
He also co-authored textbooks in algebra 
and trigonometry for college students.
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•		Venus	Alleah	Nuñez
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A MATHer of Fact

Philippines
A Tropical Country •		Venus	Alleah	Nuñez
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Do you ever wonder why it does not 
snow here in the Philippines? Can 
you feel the increasingly scorching 

heat during summer? Have you experienced 
incessant downpours or heavy flooding 
during the rainy season? Read on and find 

out what makes the Philippines a 
tropical country.

Philippine Seasons
The Philippines is an archipelagic 

country located near the equator, between 
the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of 
Capricorn. Countries found between these 
two latitude lines experience only two 

seasons: dry and wet. Also,   because of its 
long coastline, the Philippines has a 

generally tropical maritime climate 
in most parts.

Dry and wet seasons are 
signaled by the entering of 

monsoon winds into the country. 
The northeast monsoon or Amihan heralds 
the start of the dry season. During this time, 
there are cooler and drier trade winds with 
slight to moderate rainfall. Highlands and 
elevated landscapes are cooler than those at 
sea level. This commonly occurs during the 
months of October to late March. The coldest 
breeze can be felt in January with a mean 
temperature of       25.5 °C.
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The southwest monsoon or Habagat 
carries heavy rainfall and humid weather, 
which are the telltale signs of the wet season’s 
start. Even before this monsoon enters the 
country, the temperature in lowland areas 
manifests a gradual increase between the 
months of March and April. Despite the 
initial heat Habagat brings, the wet season 
becomes full-on when heavy rains come 
to most parts of the country from May to 
November. During this season, the warmest 
time falls in May with a mean temperature of 
28.3 °C.

The Philippine Tropics
With this type of predominant weather 

pattern throughout the year, most areas in 
the country are desirable for agricultural 
activities. The Philippines is known for an 
abundant harvest of tropical fruits such as 
bananas, mangoes, and mangosteens. The 
agricultural and forestry sectors contributed a 
combined 8.9% of the country’s overall gross 
domestic product in 2018.

The heat and windy breeze brought by 
Habagat makes the country more inviting 
to foreign tourists looking for reprieve from 
the biting cold of European winter. The 
Philippines has been named several times as 
the best tropical country in Southeast Asia, 
with three of its islands listed among the best 
beach destinations in the world. In 2018, 

TRiViA!
Manila is 4235 kilometers away from the Tropic of Capricorn and 983 
kilometers away from the Tropic of Cancer.

References:
Department of Trade and Industry. “Tourist arrivals.” 13 February 2019. https://www.dti.gov.ph/resources/statistics/tourist-arrivals. Accessed on 26 March 2019.

Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical and Astronomical Services Administrations.  “Climate of the Philippines.” n.d. http://bagong.pagasa.dost.gov.ph/information/climate-philippines. Accessed on 26 March 2019.

Uy, Leo J. and Lourdes O. Pilar. “Natural disaster damage at P374B in 2006-2015.” Business World, 2018 February 5. https://www.bworldonline.com/natural-disaster-damage-p374b-2006-2015/. Accessed on 26 March 2019.

the Philippines recorded a 7.1 million 
international tourist arrivals, which is 
7.7% higher than the previous year. 

The Philippines Admist Climate 
Change

In the face of climate change, the 
Philippines has been experiencing in 
recent years numerous natural disasters 
greatly affecting its tourist and agricultural 
economy. The disheartening total cost of 
damages from 2006 to 2015 was reportedly 
estimated at P374.199 billion.

This unfortunate statistic aside, we 
Filipinos must do something to maintain 
our environment and natural resources. 
Almost 80% of all species in the world live 
in the tropics, with the center of marine 
biodiversity found in the Philippines. In 
your own little way, find something you 
can do to help save our part of the world.
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Local
Wonders

With 7,461 islands, the Philippines 
is blessed with various 
breathtaking spots greatly 

admired around the world. Because 
of their exotic and almost untouched 
beauty, these local wonders continuously 
attract an influx of visitors yearly, and 
contribute greatly to the country’s 
economy.

Over the years, the number of tourist 
arrivals has significantly increased with 
the concerted effort of the locals and 
the Department of Tourism’s steadfast 
campaign. The following is a preview 
of the most visited destinations in the 
country, which you should try to visit for 
a perfect adventure!

Boracay

•		Venus	Alleah	Nuñez

Baguio City

Palawan

Cebu
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Cebu City
Known as the “Queen City of the South,” 

Cebu City truly lives up to its title with 
its glittering beauty and colorful culture. 
Famous for its tropical islands and islets with 
pristine white beaches and well-preserved 
marine life, the city received an astonishing 
5.5 million visitors in 2018. Despite being 
the center of progress in the Visayas, Cebu 
City has fortunately retained much of its old 
world charm, biodiversity, and traditional 
culture. Ferdinand Magellan’s Cross of 
Christianity, one of the city’s heritage 
artifacts, still stands in a small chapel near 
the city hall and receives local and foreign 
visitors for its historical value and rumored 
healing powers.

Baguio City
Dubbed as the “Summer Capital of 

the Philippines," Baguio City is famous 
for its cool mountain air and magnificent 
blossoms. The city’s rolling landscape and 
well-protected greenery lend an overall 
captivating and relaxing environment which 
is much sought by visitors escaping the big 
city life. This makes Baguio one of the top 
favorite summer destinations in the country, 
garnering a total of two million tourist 
arrivals in 2017.

References:
Department of Tourism. “Top Philippine destinations. “ n.d. http://www.tourism.gov.ph/phil_destination.aspx. Accessed on 25 March 2019.
Padayhag, Michelle. “DOT-7:5.5M tourists visited Cebu om 2018.” Cebu Daily News, 19 February 2019. https://cebudailynews.inquirer.net/218049/dot-7-5-5m-tourists-visited-Cebu-in-2018.Accessed on 25 March 2019.
Sornito, Ime. “Domestic tourists outnumbered foreigners in WV.” Visit My Philippines, 18 January 2019. http://www.visitmyphilippines.com/whats-new/?id=5. Accessed on 25 March 2019.

An aerial view of an isolated beach in El Nido, Palawan

Palawan
Lauded to be the Philippines' last frontier, 

Palawan has for long been world-famous for 
its natural beauty and megadiversity. It is 
truly blessed by nature’s wonders, with 1,780 
smaller islands and islets that serves as refuge 
for hundreds of threatened and undiscovered 
species. Aside from its rocky coves, sandy 
beaches, and renowned subterranean river, 
Palawan has an expansive stretch of virgin 
forests, 50% of which include old growth 
trees. Among the most visited in Palawan 
is El Nido, which attracted a record-high in 
tourist arrivals in 2017. This recent tourism 
boom has taken a toll on the once prisitine 
environment of the town. Measures are now 
being undertaken by the local government to 
rehabilitate and preserve the island.

Aklan
Home to the world-renowned Boracay, 

Aklan boasted a total of 1.1 million tourist 
arrivals in 2018, the highest in Western 
Visayas. It comes as no surprise, however, 
since Aklan is a coastal province blessed with 
powdery-white sand beaches and crystal 
clear waters. The province also prides itself 
with other tourists spots that rival the beauty 
of its famous beach destination. There is 
the Hinugtan Beach in Buruanga, which is 
smaller than Boracay but is just as impressive 
nonetheless.

Breathtaking	view	of	Baguio	City	from	Kennon	Road

Photo: Shutterstock.com
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Matteo & Matilda

Comparing Numbers

Matilda has an assignment about comparing large numbers up to six digits using 
relation symbols. She is having a difficult time reading and identifying them 
correctly so she asks for Matteo’s help.

•		Venus	Alleah	Nuñez

There is! You do remember from your class 
that numbers have an order, right?

Yes, I remember. Now, when comparing larger numbers, 
you focus on the same idea.

You see, both have the same numbers in their ten 
thousands, thousands, and hundreds places. So, you 
have to look at the next place.

Sure, 
Matilda!

Oh, the tens place! 3 is greater 
than 2! Wow, Matteo. Can you give 
me more examples?

•		Illustrator:	Bertha	Kaye	Marie	S.	De	Mesa

Matteo, we had a lesson in class about six digit 
numbers and relation symbols. I wanted to know if 
there is an easier way to compare large numbers.

What do you mean, Matteo?

For example, consider 97,326 and 97,335. 
The second number is greater than the first.

How do you know?
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Brain Teasers

Matchstick Frame Puzzle

In this illustration, there are five squares (one 3 × 3 and four 1 × 1) 
formed with 20 matchsticks. Move only two matchsticks to make 7 
squares. Keep in mind that overlapping or breaking of matchsticks are 

not allowed.
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•	Venus	Alleah	Nuñez

The religions in the Philippines are 
almost as diverse as our natural 
resources, and their history is as 

eventful as that of the country. Some have 
existed since the earliest times. Some 
devolved and evolved during the colonial 
years, a few becoming forgotten with the 
arrival of new ones. With their immense 
influence over our cultural and national 
views, our country’s religions are still 
considered the strongest defining points 
of our identity as Filipinos today. Knowing 
their history will provide an enlightening 
overview of how impactful their existence 
has been to our country.

Religion in Pre-colonial Philippines
Before the prevalence of Christianity 

and Islam today, the predominant religious 
belief in prehistoric times was animism. 
Ancient inhabitants of the Philippines 
believed that inanimate objects and living 
creatures possessed spiritual essence or 
were controlled by nature deities. Particular 
traditions differed depending on whom an 
ethnic group worshipped or the type of 
animism it observed. Some tribes practiced 
ancestor worship; some were devoted to 
a particular supreme deity like the known 
Bathala in Luzon.
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History of Religions
in the

Philippines

An	inanimate	object	as	god	or	anito in Ifugao
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As women that time were afforded 
equal or even more powerful and venerated 
positions in tribal societies, head shamans 
or babaylans of many ethnic groups were 
almost always female and were believed to 
be conduits of the spiritual world to guide 
people. Aside from chants and prayers, 
these kind of customs often involved 
sacrifices to ensure their fulfillment.

Islam and Christianity
With the arrival of Spanish 

conquistadors in our country came their 
most lasting legacy in the Philippines, 
Christianity. The Spanish Catholic 
church’s propagation during the early 
years of colonization almost entirely 
eradicated the indigenous religious 
beliefs the country had.

Before the spread of Christianity, 
a large portion of the Philippines was 
already practicing Islam, which is the the 
second most prominent religion in the 
world. It arrived in the country in the 
13th century, and has since then gained 
more than six million believers. However, 
this number declined during Spanish 
colonization because Muslims were 
forced into religious wars.

Most Filipinos still practice some 
form of religion, but they are not likely to 
wage war for the purpose of suppressing 
another person's religious beliefs. Religious 
beliefs are also typically influenced by the 
dominant religion in the culture where 
one is born into. However, some people 

may choose to convert to 
other religions, including those 
that were founded in modern 
society. Indeed, religions are 
dynamic. One only has to 

References
Storm, Caleb. “The rarely told story of pre-colonial Philippines.” Ancient Origins, 01 October 2018. https://www.ancient-origins.net/ancient-places-asia/pre-colonial-philippines-0010781. Accessed 27 March 2019.
PhilLIfe. “The mystery of pre-colonial Philippines.” 02 May 2018. https://www.phillife.co/pre-colonial-philippines/. Accessed on 27 March 2019.
Harvard Divinity School. “Catholicism in the Philippines.” n.d. https://rlp.hds.harvard.edu/faq/catholicism-philippines. Accessed 27 March 2019.
Mendoza, René. “Religion and secularization in the Philippines and other Asian countries.” 
Tokyo: Kokugakuin University, 1983. https://www2.kokugakuin.ac.jp/ijcc/wp/cimac/mendoza.html. Accessed 27 March 2019.

look at the large number of Christian 
denominations present in the country.

Secularization and Today’s 
Religious-Cultural Identity

The beginnings of secularization were 
felt during the latter years of the Spanish 
colonization. It seemed then that religion 
was gradually losing its stronghold. 
Eventually, the church was separated 
from the state and all political matters.

Secularization became more 
pronounced when the Americans entered 
the picture. They used education as 
their proverbial Trojan horse to pacify 
rebelling Filipinos, offering what the 
Spaniards had long denied them. Only a 
small percentage of Filipinos converted 
to Protestantism, the religion America 
brought with them. 

As secularization had been already 
been put in place, the United States 
continued its crusade to modernize or 
"Westernize" Filipinos and subliminally 
obliterate their perceived national 
identity. Modernization, it seems, came 
at the price of the continued dilution 
of religion and cultural identity, and 
the younger generations who want to 
rediscover and retain their heritage may 
find it difficult to do so.
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Religious Diversity
in the

Philippines
•		Cesar	C.	Inocencio	and	Venus	Alleah	Nuñez

Throughout the centuries, the 
Philippines experienced many events 
that contributed to the formation of 

its varying religions. As an archipelago, the 
country has many points of entry, and these 
made the exchange of culture and beliefs 
almost free-flowing in prehistoric times. 
Most religious beliefs then were mainly 
brought by Chinese, Indian, and Muslim 
traders. Early Filipinos amicably welcomed 
and adopted these foreign influences 
into their traditions, thus making the 
Philippines to be already religiously diverse 
even before the Spanish forces found its 
shores. However, new ones also came and 
branched out, further diversifying the 
country's religious landscape.

Religions in the Philippines
The Philippines is predominantly 

Christian in population. With the exception 
of East Timor, it has the most number of 
Christian believers in Asia. 

The oldest and largest Christian 
denomination, Roman Catholicism, has the 
most number of followers in the Philippines. 
It is one of the three major branches of 
Christianity, along with Eastern Orthodoxy 
and Protestantism. According to Philippine 
Statistics Authority's (PSA) data in 2018, 
almost 80% of the national population are 
said to be Roman Catholics. Evidence to this 
is the variety of Catholic festivals celebrated 
in the name of patron saints of local cities, 
like the famous Sinulog Festival in Cebu.

The second most followed, Islam, was 
among the early foreign religions to exist 
here in the Philippines. It is the second 
largest mother religion next to Christianity 
today. Islam first spread in Simunul, Tawi-
Tawi through foreign trade with countries 
such as India. Today, its reach is no longer 
confined in Mindanao, but also in other 
provinces all over the country. In a span of 
eight years, this religion gained more than 
a million more followers from 5,125,084 in 
2010 to 6,064,744 in 2018.
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National Population: 100,979,303 (reference period: August 2015)

Religion Population of Both Sexes Percent (%)

Roman Catholic 80,304,061 79.52%

Islam 6,064,744 6%

Iglesia ni Cristo 2,664,498 2.64%

Evangelicals (Philippine Council of Evangelical Churches) 2,445,113 2.42%

Other Religious Affiliations 1,839,936 1.82%

National Council of Churches in the Philippines 1,146,954 1.14%

Seventh-day Adventist 791,552 0.78%

Aglipay 756,225 0.75%

Bible Baptist Church 553,790 0.55%

Other Protestants 467,369 0.46%

The third one, Iglesia ni Cristo, 
is a religious affiliation belonging to 
Protestantism, the second largest branch 
of Christianity in the country. It was 
founded here in the Philippines by Felix 
Manalo in 1914 at the height of World War 
I. Since then, this religious organization 
has continuously gained credence and 
influence in Filipino society. Iglesia ni Cristo 
is said to be a combination of Methodist 
and Seventh-day Adventist teachings.

Religious Diversity and Peace
Harmony and discordance are two 

unavoidable aspects of religious diversity. 
In some parts of the world, deaths and 
displacements happen everyday caused by 
religious extremism and violence.

It may be not in the same degree, but 
religious discordance is still palpable 
in some parts of the Philippines. The 
perceived division between Christians 
and Muslims have existed ever since the 
Spanish era. This is rooted in both sides' 
misjudgments of each other's religions.

And while the Roman Catholic Church 
and Iglesia ni Cristo both preach the 
teachings of Jesus Christ, the two have 
different doctrinal perspectives that 
often put them on opposite sides of some 
religious and political issues.

However, despite minor disagreements 
over the years, interreligious dialogue 
is continuously in the works and it has 
resulted so far to promotion of peace and 
mutual respect of differences.

Ofiicial	seal	of	Iglesia	ni	Cristo

References:
https://www.rappler.com/newsbreak/iq/64045-catholic-church-iglesia-ni-cristo-differences

https://www.rappler.com/newsbreak/iq/99572-map-islam-philippines
https://psa.gov.ph/sites/default/files/2018%20PSY_final%28revised%20

asof26Mar19%29_0.pdf
https://www.aswangproject.com/philippines-tribal-religions-today/

https://businessmirror.com.ph/2015/05/02/acceptance-of-religious-diversity-leads-to-peace/
https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/religious-beliefs-in-the-philippines.html

https://asiafoundation.org/2008/10/01/in-the-philippines-harmony-in-religious-cultural-
diversity/
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Brain Teasers

Fraction Line
Help Terry reach each end of the lines below by 

filling up the boxes with the missing fractions.

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1
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A MATHer of Fact

Philippine education has evolved 
through the years since it started in 
pre-colonial times. Education then 

was highly informal and unstructured, 
and focused more on vocational training. 
The Spanish era saw the rise of Filipino 
academicians or illustrados, most of 
whom were scholars in Europe. When the 
American came, they established the public 
school system, set up formal teaching 
institutions, and brought in American 
teachers.

In the years after the Americans 
granted the Philippines full independence 
after World War II, the education sector 
underwent many significant changes.

Today, the Philippine government 
continues to undertake reforms to ensure 
the quality of education. 

school sector issues
In 2017, the National Economic and 

Development Authority (NEDA) published 
the Philippine Development Plan 2017-2022, 
itemizing the country's goals for the next 
five years. It envisioned an upper-middle 
income country by 2022 through more 
inclusive economic growth that will reduce 
social inequalities and poverty, especially in 
the rural areas. Recent education reforms 
seek to boost enrollment levels, graduation 
rates and mean years of schooling in 
elementary and secondary education, and 
improve the quality of higher education.

Many of the educational reforms were 
adopted against a backdrop of declining 

•		Cesar	C.	Inocencio

educational standards in the Philippines 
during the first decade of the 21st century. 
A  UNESCO mid-decade assessment report 
of Southeast Asian education systems 
published in 2008 found that participation 
and achievement rates in basic education 
in the Philippines had fallen drastically, due 
mainly to dire underfunding.

Other international assessment tests 
revealed that there are evidently more 
deficiencies in the education system 
resulting to poor performance of Filipino 
students. For example, in the Third 
International Mathematics and Science 

Population 103, 300, 000 (2016, World Bank)
Language of Instruction English, Filipino
(and some minority languages at elementary level)
Compulsory Education up to Grade 12
Academic Year June - March

Education in the Philippines (2018)

Elementary education:
• Net enrollment rate: From 85.1% in 1991 to 96.6% in 

2000, and then dropped to 84.4% in 2005
• Dropout rate: Regressed back to levels seen in the 

late 1990s
• Completion rate: Esitimated to be below 70% in 2005
Secondary eductaion:
• Net enrollment rate: 55% in 1991, 66% in 2000, and 

58.5% in 2005
• Youth literacy rate: 96.6% in 1990 fell to 95.1% in 

2003, making the Philippines the only country in 
Southeast Asia with declining youth literacy rate.

• Education spending: Allotted budget for education 
declined from 18.2% in 1998  to 12.4% in 2005. 
Between 2003 and 2005 alone, average annual 
spending per public elementary and secondary 
school student fell from ₱9,500 (USD $182.7) to ₱8,700 
(USD $167.3).
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Reforms 2005 2013 2017 2018

Spending per 
student:

PHP 8, 700
(USD $167.3)

PHP12,800
(USD $246)

No changes 
were cited

No changes 
were cited

Education 
expenditures

No changes 
were cited

No changes 
were cited 25% increase

1.7% increase 
at PHP 

533.31 billion 
(USD $10.26 

billion) or 24% 
of all govt 

expenditures

Higher 
education 
budget

No changes 
were cited

No changes 
were cited

Almost 45% 
increase 
between 

2016-2017

No changes 
were cited

Study (TIMSS) in 2003, the Philippines 
ranked only 34th out of 38 countries in high 
school mathematics, and 43rd out of 46 
countries in high school science.

Policy Response
To address these issues, the Philippine 

government has initiated structural 
changes in the basic education system 
and significantly boosted eductation 
expenditures in recent years.

1. Kindergarten Education Act, passed 
in 2011, enacted mandatory pre-
elementary year of kindergarten 
education.

2. 2013 Basic Education Act extended the 
elementary and secondary education 
cycle from 10 to 12 years. The significance 
of this new 12-year education cycle (K-12) 
adding two years of mandatory senior 
secondary schooling for every Filipino 
student, cannot be ignored. Until the 
reforms, the Philippines was one of only 
three countries in the world (the other 

Photo: Freepik.com

two being Angola and Djibouti) with 
a 10-year basic education cycle. And 
so, the K-12 reforms are an essential 
step  to improve the Philippines' global 
competitiveness and bring it up to 
international standards.

3. Education spending has been greatly 
increased in recent years. It was at its 
lowest point in 2005, but with the passing 
of K-12 in 2013, a gradual increase has 
been implemented. The budget for basic 
education has more than doubled since 
then.

4. Moreover, 86, 478 classrooms were 
constructed and over 128,000 new 
teachers were hired between 2010 
and 2015 alone to accommodate K-12 
reforms.

References: http://wenr.wes.org/2018/03/education-in-the-philippines
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Connections

•	Venus	Alleah	Nuñez

Time management is a very challenging task, even for adults. People nowadays 
inadvertently get dragged by the hustle and bustle of life. As the changing times 
become more demanding, children your age could also feel life’s pressures albeit little 

by little. To understand how to react to those pressures, you must understand the essence 
of time first. Understanding is an essential part of developing more time managing skills 
such as planning and prioritizing.

1. Develop your sense of time. Here are 
four questions you can use to help you 
make a mental timeline of your activities.

•	 What comes next? 

•	 What happened before?

•	 How long?

•	 Which	first?
Suggestion: Awareness of time 

helps you set priorities and routines. But 
it is not always easy to remember. So 
to help remind yourself, you can write a 
schedule of your daily routine and mark 
the occasions and important dates on your 
calendar. Wear a watch so you can check 
the time now and then, and ensure you’re 
within schedule.

2. Add up your hours. Monitor the time you 
spend on each activity in your life. There 
are many ways you can do so. You can 
time audit your weekly activities or use a 

Vectors: Flaticon.com

daily timeline so you can tell how many 
hours you spend on a particular activity 
and what is left of your day. This way, you 
would be able to tell: 

•	 What areas of your life are 
dominating your time.

•	 What parts you want to spend 
less time on.

•	 What activities or events you 
would	enjoy	and	benefit	from	
spending more time on.
For example: On a Sunday, suppose 

you have 10 hours to do all your activities 
before bed time at 8:00 p.m. You want to 
watch a live volleyball game on TV at 9:00 
a.m. That would probably last three hours. 
But you have homework for three subjects 
and one exam the following day, and you 
are unsure how much time it would take 
you to get them done. Exhausted from 
watching an exciting game, you probably 

To do List!
*
*
*
*
*
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want to take a nap for an hour before 
doing your assignments and reviewing. 
Let us illustrate the given information using 
a timeline to know how many hours you 
have for your homework and review.

Between each point or number counts 
as one hour, and as the illustration shows, 
you would be watching the volleyball game 
from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 n.n. for three hours. 
From 12:00 n.n. to 1:00 p.m., you would 
be taking your nap. This leaves the gap 
between 1:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. for your 
assignments and review before you would 
rest for the night at exatcly 8:00 p.m. Divide 
those six hours proportionately depending 
on the time you would need to finish each 
of your assignments and review for the 
exam. One way you could do is allot the 
first three hours for your assignments, an 
hour for each subject, and the remaining 
three hours for your review.

3. Ask for help when you need it. There 
are some activities that are simply beyond 
your capability to finish on your own and 
on time. In such activities, you may ask 
your parents, siblings, or friends for help. 
You must also learn to say no when you 
know that you already have too many 
things to do. Just stick to what you have 
already scheduled.

References
Moore-Kennedy, Eileen. “Time management for kids.” Psychology Today, 28 March 
2014. https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/bloggrowing-friendships/201403/time-
management-kids. Accessed on 28 March 2019.

Aspiring Math Transformer. “The Mathematics behind 
time management.” Wordpress, 28 September 
2014. https://aspiringmathtransformer.
wordpress.com/2014/09/28/the-
mathematics-behind-time-management/. 
Accessed on 28 March 2019.
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Brain Teasers

Fraction Game!
Draw a line from each fraction to the illustration that represents it.
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Science 
Today

Source: Mateo, Janvic. "‘Plastic-eating’ bacteria found in Zambales." PhilStar. 28 March 2019. https://www.philstar.
com/headlines/2019/03/28/1905258/plastic-eating-bacteria-found-zambales. Accessed 08 April 2019. 

Virus	Discovered	to	Boost	Immunity

Most of the viruses we know cause 
diseases, such as common colds, measles, 
chicken pox, and dengue fever. The human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) weakens the 
immune system severely. Scientists recently 
discovered a virus that does the opposite—a 
strain that is believed to boost the immune 
system.

At a certain age, the immune system 
declines and the body finds it difficult to 
fight new infections. This is why older people 
are more susceptible to infections than 
younger ones.

In their search to replenish the 
immune system, researchers from 
University of Arizona began to investigate  
cytomegalovirus (CMV). It is a lifelong 

virus that has no cure and 
carried for life. CMV does not 
manifest outward symptoms. 
It is acquired at a young age, 
and almost half of the world population lives 
with it. Such idea piqued the researchers’ 
interest and investigated how the virus 
affects the immune system.

Using a mice model, they found out that 
the mice carrying CMV are tougher than 
those without it. They first inferred that the 
mice will have greater risk to infections 
because the virus keeps the immune system 
busy. However, the mice “had a more 
robust, effective response to the infection,” 
according to the report.

•	 Dolly Anne L. Idlisan

Source: Whitehead, Nadia. “Virus May Boost—Not Weaken—Our Immune System.” The University of Arizona. https://
uanews.arizona.edu/story/virus-may-boost-not-weaken-our-immune-systems.

Plastic-eating	Bacteria	Found	in	Zambales
•	 Dolly Anne L. Idlisan

Solid waste management is a consistent 
problem since plastics are used by most 
products because of their cheapness 
and toughness. Some types of plastic are 
resistant to natural degradation, such as 
low-density polyethylene (LDPE). It is used 
for grocery bags, shampoo bottles, and 
food containers.

Recently, researchers from the University 
of the Philippines - Baguio have discovered 
four strains of bacteria that are capable of 
“eating” plastic in a hyperalkaline spring in 
Zambales. Their research was published in 
the Philippine Science Letters.

The researchers collected nine bacterial 
strains from the rock crevices in Poon Bato 
spring in Botolan, Zambales. Four out of 

nine bacteria consumed the plastic films and  
released nontoxic metabolic byproducts.

The researchers found out that the 
weight of the plastic samples was reduced 
after it was introduced to the bacteria. The 
physical structure and chemical composition 
of the plastic samples also changed.

To verify their assumptions, they 
conducted a protein analysis. They 
discovered that these bacteria can use 
plastics as source of energy to live and 
proliferate.

These bacteria presents hope of 
reducing LDPE plastics that pile up in 
landfills and be used to address the 
worsening waste problem without further 
harming the environment. 
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Values 
Corner No Shortcuts

•	 Dolly Anne L. Idlisan

After	their	class,	Cindy	and	Bea	went	to	Enna’s	house	to	perform	an	
experiment	they	have	seen	in	social	media.	They	found	out	that	the	
activity	assigned	to	them	will	take	a	week	to	complete.	Bea	has	an	idea—

take	shortcuts	and	save	time.

•	 Illustration: Edward Joseph B. Uy

Light the Cork Up
•	 Dolly Anne L. Idlisan

W ine	bottles	can	be	recycled	in	many	ways,	but	what	about	the	corks?	Did	
you	know	that	you	can	recycle	corks	and	turn	them	into	replacement	for	
common	candles?

Cork is a good alcohol absorber. Soak the cork in acetone alcohol or nail 
polish remover for a week. Make sure that you are using a natural cork, because 
some corks used today are synthetic. Once the corks are soaked, let them dry 
completely before using them.

Put the cork in a safe container, such as a clear glass before lighting it. You 
may also use the cork as a firestarter.

Alcohol is a highly combustible material. The alcohol will burn first before the 
cork itself, which gives the cork more burn time. Ph
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Amazingly 
Useful

Guys, I think we should cut the 
experiment time. There are easier 
ways to make crystals than dipping 
coal in peanut butter and waiting for 
a week.

But we need to prove if 
the viral experiment is 
true or not.

You're right, Bea. We can just buy 
a crystal. We just have to film it, 
right? They won't know.

Alright, guys. You 
win. Just make 
sure this will work.

Bea, Cindy, and 
Enna, do you really 
think crystal will be 
formed from coal? 
How did you make it? 
It is not the result I 
was expecting.

 I understand that you want to come up with the same result 
as what you saw on the Internet. But class, remember that an 
experiment is a method of seeking truth. And in this instance, 
honesty must be combined with patience. 

...And we made a crystal out of frozen coal 
coated with peanut butter.

Ma’am, we… we faked the 
experiment. We bought the 
crystal.



Plastics	were	originally	invented	to	save	
the	environment,	but	today,	it	appears	
that	they	have	done	more	harm	than	

good.	In	the	1850s,	the	world	faced	a	drastic	
change,	rooted	in	the	love	of	billiards.	At	that	
time,	billiard	balls	were	made	from	ivory.	
At	least	two	elephants	were	slaughtered	to	
make	a	set	of	billiard	balls.	But	ivory	became	
scarce	as	the	population	of	elephants	
dwindled.

To end the elephant killings and make 
billiard balls cheaper, Michael Phelan made 
an ad and offered a good reward for anyone 
who could invent a substitute. John Wesley 
Hyatt took the challenge, even if he did not 
have formal education in chemistry. After 
experimenting on different solvents, he 
discovered the celluloid, the first industrial 
plastic.

Plastic is a wonder material in many 
ways. It is cheap to produce, easy to shape, 
hygienic, and tough. Its versatility has 
shifted our way of living and made it even 
more convenient. After a century, it clearly 
shows that we overdid it. We use plastic for a 
very short time, yet these materials can last 
thousands of years. We are now drowning 
with the swirling gyres of forever-degrading 
materials in the oceans and gradually 
occupying our lands.

Plastic was once known as an 
environmental savior. Can we think of ways 

that plastics will be more eco-friendly from 
their production to disposal?

100%	Biodegradable
Chemists and material scientists 

continue to explore things that can mimic 
the properties of plastics, but can degrade 
easily.

Avani Eco, a company based in Indonesia, 
made a bag that looks and feels like a plastic 
bag. It is completely degradable and dissolves 
in water. The secret ingredient is the root 
crop cassava, which makes the bag nontoxic 
and even ingestible by humans.

Another plastic-like compostable material 
was invented by the VTT Technical Research 
Centre of Finland. They produced a material 
that can be used as packaging for cheese, 
muesli, and nuts; and can replace 15% of the 
current plastic barrier film market. It is made 
from wood or biomass.

Single-use cutlery and straws are 
plastic products that often go to open 
waters because of their small size. A 
Mexican company called Biofase created 
an alternative material for these disposable 
items. They used avocado seeds, a waste that 
is often incinerated or dumped in landfills, 
as the main component of these straws and 
cutlery.

Plastic bottles have made water and other 
beverages easy to bring. However, they also 

Plastics and styrofoam are examples of man-made polymers. Polymers are large 
molecules that are made of long chains of similar units bonded or linked together. You 
will learn some of the polymers found in nature in the succeeding pages.

Our
Changing

World

•	 Dolly Anne L. Idlisan

Reinventing
Plastics
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Study Enrichment

Science Words
•	 incinerate – to burn waste in an incinerator 

or a large furnace
•	 thermoplastic – kind of plastic that is 

capable of softening when heated but 
hardens again when cooled

•	 silicate – a salt or ester that is derived 
from silicic acid; a chemical containing 
oxygen and silicon

Sources: Dolasia, Meera. “Ooho Edible Water Bubble Aims To Eliminate Plastic Bottles.” Dogo News, 18 April 2017. https://www.dogonews.com/2017/4/18/ooho-
edible-water-bubble-aims-to-eliminate-plastic-bottles;
Gray, Alex. “This plastic bag is 100% biodegradable.” World Economic Forum, 04 May 2018. https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/05/this-plastic-bag-is-100-
biodegradable-and-made-of-plants/; 
Ecott, Ken. “Mexican company converts avocado pits into completely biodegradable plastic.” NowScience, 03 February 2019. https://www.nowscience.co.uk/
single-post/2019/02/03/Mexican-company-converts-avocado-pits-into-completely-biodegradable-plastic;
Trimarchi, Maria, Patrick J. Kiger, and Vicki M. Giuggio. “Top 10 Eco-friendly Substitutes for Plastic.” How Stuff Works. https://science.howstuffworks.com/
environmental/green-tech/sustainable/5-plastic-substitutes.htm.

1. Natural 
rubber (latex)

2. Plant cellulose (such as corn 
kernel’s transparent layer)

3. Wool

became a major polluter of 
oceans. Environmentalists 
urged people to use 
alternatives, such as reusable 
bottles or water fountains, 
but it has not been very 
effective. Skipping Rocks 
Lab, a seaweed-tech startup 
in London, has devised an 
edible packaging of water. 
One will eat the whole blob 
and pop it into the mouth. 
However, there are issues on 
how it will be transported 
and marketed without the 
use of plastics.

Materials	to	Watch
Every year, Filipino growers produce a 

million metric tons of chicken. Could you 
imagine the feathers that have been wasted 
from these chickens? Researchers from the 
University of Nebraska studied how these 
feathers can be turned into useful material.

Since feathers are made of keratin, the 
same protein that makes our hair and 
fingernails, the researchers had thought 
that feathers could be used as base material 
for making thermoplastics. They started 
experimenting with chicken and turkey 

feathers, which were cleaned 
and turned into fine dust. 
Then, they added chemicals 
that will make the keratin 
molecules join together to 
form long chains—a process 
called polymerization. The 
researchers have been 
successful in creating their 
biodegradable plastic.

Another farm-produce 
that can be turned into 
plastic is milk. It contains 
a protein called casein that 
is already used in making 
plastics. However, it is too 
brittle and susceptible to 
breakage. Scientists are now 

studying chemicals that can be infused to 
make casein tougher. 

Even the world’s greatest problems 
such as plastic pollution can be solved by 
our innovative and creative mind. These 
discoveries will greatly help reduce plastic 
use—a win-win situation for both humans 
and the environment.

Plastic-like bag made from cassava

Guide Questions
1. Why were plastics regarded before as an 

environmental savior?
2. What are some plastic-like products that 

completely degrade in shorter time than 
regular plastics?

3. What are some natural materials 
that can potentially be used to make 
biodegradable plastics?
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Know Your Plastic

There are many kinds of plastics invented because of the many purposes that they 
serve.  If you look at the bottom of plastic bottles, then you will see numbers or 
acronyms. Do you know what they mean? Learn more about the types of plastics and 

their uses by reading the following:

•	 Dolly Anne L. Idlisan

1

(Polyethylene 
Terephthalate)

PET

PET is one of the common plastics used. It is used for storing 
soft drinks, water, and other beverages. Plastic No. 1 is also 
used as food and medicine container. It is also the kind of 
plastic used for storing detergent and cleaning chemicals.

It can be recycled into new bottles, polyester fabric, or 
fiberfill for sleeping bags and jackets. It is relatively safe to 
use.

2

(High-density 
polyethylene)

HDPE

HDPE is used for milk and water jugs. Products such as 
laundry detergents, shampoo, and motor oil are also bottled 
up using HDPE plastics. Some plastic bags are also made 
from HDPE.

Clear HDPE are mostly recycled into new containers. The 
colored ones are recycled into ropes, pipes, and toys, to 
mention a few.

It is safe to use and leaves no emission during its 
production and use.

3

(Polyvinyl chloride)

PVC

PVC is a thermoplastic. It softens as it is heated and hardens 
when cooled. It is also an excellent barrier for moisture. It is 
used as material for clear food packaging, cleaner bottles, 
plumbing, blood bags, electrical wires, flooring, and shower 
curtains.

It is one of the least recyclable plastics. Many 
harmful chemicals such as lead are produced during its 
manufacturing and disposal.
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Source: “Smart Plastics Guide.” https://www-tc.pbs.org/strangedays/pdf/
StrangeDaysSmartPlasticsGuide.pdf;

4

(Low-density 
Polyethylene)

LDPE

5

(Polypropylene)

PP

6

(Polystyrene)

PS

7

(Mixed Plastics)

Other

LDPE is flexible and resistant to acids, bases, and vegetable 
oils. It is commonly used as grocery bags, plastic wraps, 
milk cartons, and paper coating. It is also the type of plastic 
used for storing condiments, such as ketchup, mustard, and 
mayonnaise.

There are no health-related problems associated with its 
use.

Plastic No. 5 has a strong resistance to electricity and can 
retain its shape after many times of bending or flexing. Most 
microwave-safe plastics are made of PP plastic.

Apart from microwave containers, it is used in making 
surgical gloves, yogurt, and milk bottles.

Polystyrene is a lightweight plastic, and known as the 
chemical used for producing styrofoam. Rigid PS is also 
used in making egg cartons, single-use cutleries, and 
compact disk cases.

Styrene, a harmful chemical, is believed to leach from 
polystyrene. Long-term exposure to styrene may cause 
neurological disorders, as well as liver, kidney, and stomach-
related diseases.

Other plastics that are not classified from previous groups 
are grouped under Plastic No. 7. Some examples are 
polycarbonate (PC) and Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene 
(ABS).

PC is made using Bisphenol A (BPA). It is used in making 
plastic lenses in eyewear, CDs, and anti-riot shields. BPA is 
known to disrupt hormonal activities.

ABS is a tough polymer. It is used in making keys on a 
computer board, water pumps, and car dashboard.
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My 
Discoveries

•	 Dolly Anne L. Idlisan

Ask like a Scientist

French philosopher Claude Lévi-Strauss 
once said, “The scientist is not a person 
who gives the right answers, he is the 

one who asks the right questions.” Asking 
the right questions is indeed one of the most 
important parts of science. Many science 
discoveries would never have happened 
without questions from the inquisitive minds 
of scientists.

Moreover, constant asking can disprove 
or change the accepted beliefs. In 1703, for 
example, Georg Stahl had named the “fire 
element” phlogiston. Later on, French chemist 
Antoine Lavoisier confirmed his ideas on 
combustion in 1783 and disproved that fire 
is an element. Science is indeed a cycle of 
questioning and proving.

Scientific	Question
A scientific question is not as simple 

as asking directions. It is not based on 
values and opinions like what people 
believe is morally correct, or if something 
is pretty or unpleasant. A good scientific 
question is well-defined, measurable, and 

controllable. It should be stated in a way that 
can be answered by an investigation or an 
experiment.

Writing	a	Scientific	Question
A scientific question may start with 

a broad question such as “What makes a 
seed grow?” Then, it can be broken down 
into smaller questions such as “What are 
the essential factors necessary for mango 
seed germination?” However, a good 
scientific question should be answered by an 
experiment or an investigation. Thus, it could 
be written like this: “How does the pH of 
water affect mango seed germination?”

You can begin listing several questions 
about the topic.  Then, you can eliminate 
questions that cannot be answered by direct 
observation or experimentation.

Here are some good phrases with which 
to begin scientific questions:

1. What is the relationship between...?

2. What factors cause...?

3. What is the effect of...?
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Sources: Young, Coralie. “Asking the right questions.” The Guardian, 28 January 2014. https://www.theguardian.com/
science/2014/jan/28/asking-right-question.
“Asking Good Scientific Questions.” University of Kentucky. https://oepos.ca.uky.edu/files/asking_good_scientific_
questions.pdf. Accessed 01 April 2019.

Try	This!
Let us test your understanding with this activity. Read each question and write “yes” if the 

item is a scientific question, and put “no” if it is not a scientific question. Put your answer on 
the line before the number.

_____________1. Do excessively cold environments affect the judgment of people?

_____________2. Why can cats survive high falls?

_____________3. Do cats have nine lives?

_____________4. Does salt negatively affect the growth rate of a bittermelon seedling?

_____________5. How does light intensity affect invertebrate activity?

_____________6. Does exposure to infrared rays increase the risk of skin cancer?

_____________7. What is the relationship between Ketogenic diet and high blood pressure?

_____________8. Is genetically modified rice safe to eat?

_____________9. Do carnivores have sweet taste buds?

_____________10. Do bonnet sharks eat seagrass?

On	Your	Own
Now that you know the difference between a scientific question and a simple 

question, it is time to create and write some! Use the space below to write three scientific 
questions. Share your work with your classmates.
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You	need…
•	 300 milliliters of fresh milk

•	 blotting paper

•	 vinegar

•	 teaspoon

•	 cookie dough shaper (any shape)

•	 small strainer

You	will...
1. Put the milk in a hot pot. Stir it while it is being heated.

2. Remove the pan from the stove before the milk boils.

3. Add four teaspoons of vinegar to the heated milk.

4. Stir the vinegar and milk mixture until white solids are prominent.

5. Drain the mixture to get the milk solids using a strainer. Remove the excess liquid by 
pressing and flattening it in a blotting paper.

6. Shape the milk solids using a cookie dough shaper.

7. Let the milk solid dry up in a week.

Play to 
Learn Solid as Milk

Plastic is a flexible, lightweight, and tough material. What if we can 
also make a material with the same characteristics by using milk? Try this simple 
experiment at home to find out!

•	 Dolly Anne L. Idlisan

Answer	these...
1. What happened when vinegar was added to the milk?

2. After the milk solid has dried up, observe the texture and hardness of the 
milk solid. What have you noticed?

3. Based on your observation, what type of mixture is milk? Is it a 
homogeneous mixture or a heterogeneous mixture? Why?
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Life Inside the
Poison Cave

Our
Changing

World

Gases can form substances. However, there are gases that are very stable. They do not easily mix 
with other elements or substances, but only combine with their own kind. They are called noble 
gases or inert gases. You will learn about some non-reactive gases in the next pages.

•	 Dolly Anne L. Idlisan

A barren, desolate plain in Constanta 
Country in Romania looks normal from 
above, but it hides an otherworldly 

space underneath. Below is Movile Cave, a place 
that has remained isolated for 5.5 million years.

Movile Cave was discovered in 1986. 
An artificial shaft accidentally created by a 
construction project opened a treasure trove 
for scientists, a unique ecosystem that waited 
for a long time to be discovered.

Natural light does not reach the cave, 
which makes it filled with toxic gas—a mixture 
of sulfide, methane, and carbon dioxide. 
Oxygen is relatively low, about 10% compared 
to the normal 20% level. Without a breathing 
apparatus, the cave visitor will develop 
headaches; five to six hours of stay is enough 
to disrupt his or her kidney function.

One would not expect life to develop inside 
the cave. But, while the creatures on the Earth’s 
surface evolve, the cave is slowly crawling with 
life, as well. Despite its poisonous atmosphere, 
spiders, water scorpions, leeches, woodlice, 
and centipedes survived millions of years 
dwelling in the lightless cave.

Odd	World	Inside	the	Earth
The cave is warm and humid, making 

it different from underground caves. The 
sulfidic water smells like “rotting eggs or burnt 
rubber” when disturbed. In 2010, UK-based 
microbiologist Rich Boden was the 29th person 
to explore the cave. No more than 100 people 
have been able to explore the poison cave.

Another interesting characteristic of this 
cave is its lack of stalactites. Instead, it has 
a thick layer of loess overlying the limestone 
surface. Thus, there is a lack of nutrient-rich 
streams or lakes nearby, which also indicates 
that the animal community receives very 
little organic input from the surface. Scientists 
became more interested with the food chain 
happening inside the cave since they can only 
rely on what is inside the cave to survive. So 
far, there are about 50 species discovered in 
the cave, and 33 are endemic. Through time, 
the species have developed no vision and no 
pigmentation. Most of the cave animals have 
no eyes but developed longer appendages 
and antennae; and have translucent bodies 
because of the darkness.

The origin of these creatures also puzzles 
scientists. They theorized that changes in 
climate, especially during the ice age, brought 
these species to the cave to escape cold. The 
thermal waters, constant warmth, and less 
competition could have helped them survive. 
They could also have simply fallen inside the 
cave and were rediscovered in 1986. 

Scientists also studied the presence of 
radioactive cesium and strontium inside the 
cave by sampling its water. The 1986 Chernobyl 
nuclear accident had released massive 
amounts of these metals, and seeped into the 
soils surrounding the Movile Cave. However, 
a 1996 study found no traces of these metals 
inside the cave. Apart from that, they have also 
found no food particles in its water.
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Study Enrichment
Science Words
•	 loess – silt that is finer than sand, but 

coarser than clay
•	 endemic – species native and only found 

in a certain place
•	 autotroph – organism that can form 

organic food from simple inorganic 
substances

•	 chemosynthesis – process of obtaining 
nutrients and energy from chemicals 

Guide Questions
1. What makes Movile Cave very unique 

from other caves?
2. What are the important discoveries that 

were made since the cave was explored?
3. In your own words, how did animals inside 

the Movile Cave survive a million years in 
isolation?

Radon

•	 Radiation from radon is used for cancer therapy.
•	 Radon is believed to have a significant role in evolution. It is responsible for the Earth’s 

background radiation that had led to genetic modifications of some species.

Stranger	Organisms
In a normal environment, producers 

such as plants convert carbon dioxide and 
water in the presence of light through 
photosynthesis. However, autotrophs in 
Movile Cave create their food through a 
process known as chemosynthesis. Movile 
bacteria get the energy they needed from 
chemical reactions, such as reactions of 
oxygen and ammonia, and oxygen and 
sulfur. These microbes also caused the 
thickening of carbon dioxide in the cave as 
the chemosynthesis releases carbon dioxide 
as byproduct. Another group of bacteria 
called methanotrophs get their energy from 
methane gas. 

There is another interesting lesson that 
can be learned from these microorganisms 
that can be a key to our past life.

The Movile Cave microbes could give 
hints on how the first life formed on Earth as 
they are genetically similar to those retrieved 
from geothermal vents. Geothermal vents are 
also environments rich in ammonia, sulfides, 
and carbon dioxide. The conditions inside 
the geothermal vents and Movile Cave may 

be similar to the primordial Earth—sunlight 
was blocked by atmosphere composed of 
carbon dioxide, ammonia, and methane.

Moreover, scientists also wanted a closer 
study on these microbes because of their 
ability to oxidize methane and carbon dioxide, 
two of the main greenhouse gases that 
contribute to global warming. Who knows? 
This cave and its inhabitants could be our link 
to the past, and our bridge to the future.

Sources: Skelly, Jasmin F. “The Bizarre Beasts Living in Romania’s Poison Cave.” BBC, 04 September 2015. http://www.bbc.com/earth/
story/20150904-the-bizarre-beasts-living-in-romanias-poison-cave;
“Buried in Romania: Forever-Dark Cave Crawling with Life.” National Science Foundation, Published 24 October 1995. https://www.nsf.
gov/news/news_summ.jsp?cntn_id=100833; 
“Movile Cave.” GESS LAB Mangalia. https://www.gesslab.org/movile-cave. Accessed 16 April 2019.

A scientist collecting water samples inside the Movile Cave
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Have you ever imagined flying in a 
hot-air balloon like the wizard in the 
film The Wizard of Oz? We may be 

living in the modern period, but in terms 
of adventure, flying in a hot-air balloon can 
fulfill anybody’s childhood dream of reaching 
the sky—the journey guided only by how the 
wind blows.

Hot-air balloons float, as the name hints, 
when warmer air rises in cooler air. As the 
burner warms up the air inside, it becomes 
less dense or lighter than the cool air outside. 
It is the same as a floating object on water.

Balloon	in	Motion
The balloons may look very simple, but 

a lot of science is needed to make it fly. The 
envelope or the balloon itself traps the hot 
air. It is commonly made of light and strong 
synthetic fabric such as ripstop nylon. The 
vertical sections that are stitched together 
are called gores. The hole at the crown (top) 
is called parachute vent, which is used to 
descend the balloon by pulling on a cord to 
release the hot air and let the cool air come 

in. Meanwhile, the throat (bottom) is the 
opening right above the burners.

A hot-air balloon has a burner that 
pushes the warm air up into its envelope. 
It is fueled by propane cylinders like the ones 
used in outdoor cooking grills. The basket is 
located below the burners and the envelope. 
It is used to carry passengers.

Xenon

•	 Used for high-speed flash bulbs for photography
•	 Used in making sunbed lamps and bactericidal lamps for food processing
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Anatomy of Hot-air Balloon

Suspended in Sky Roads

Beyond the 
Textbook

•	 Sarah Joy T. Sumulat
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Study Enrichment

Science Words
•	 propane – colorless gas that contains 

three carbon and eight hydrogen atoms
•	 engine	– machine that changes energy 

(such as heat from burning fuel) into 
mechanical energy

•	 propeller	– a device with multiple blades 
that turn fast and causes a ship or aircraft 
to move

Guide Questions
1. How does a hot-air balloon work?
2. In your own words, why is it needed to 

heat the air inside the envelope of a hot-
air balloon to make it fly?

3. How do blimps and airplanes differ from 
hot-air balloons?

•	 Used to etch silicon microprocessors when combined with the element Fluorine
•	 Used in manufacturing 5-fluorouracil, a prescription drug used to cure some types of cancer 

Not	a	Blimp,	Not	a	Plane
A blimp uses gas that is lighter than air. 

Modern blimps are filled with helium, while 
early blimps used hydrogen. Some also use 
warm air like hot-air balloons. But, unlike 
hot-air balloons that are controlled by the 
wind, blimps can be steered. It can travel 
even in bad weather, and can even float for 
days.

The pressure of the gases inside the 
envelope creates the shape of the blimp. 
Therefore, as it deflates, it loses its shape 
like a hot-air balloon. Both have no solid 
internal structure. Blimps were once used to 
transport people; but were replaced by safer 
air vehicles we know as airplanes. Today, 
blimps are usually used for advertising and 
providing aerial views of sports events.

Airplanes, however, are powered by 
engines: the modern ones use jet engines, 
while the early models use traditional 
propeller engines. Unlike hot-air balloons 
that depend on the direction of the wind, 
airplanes depend on their engines to move it 
forward at great speed. Their structure and 
design push air down and lift them up and 
help keep them up in the sky.

Up,	Up	and	Away!
The Philippine International Hot Air 

Balloon Fiesta (PIHABF) is an annual event 
held in Clark Pampanga that lasts for four 
days. If you have yet to fulfill that childhood 
dream of flying, then this largest and 
longest-running aviation sport event is your 
chance to soar up to the sky.

Sources: Woodford, C. (2018). “Hot-air balloons.” https://www.explainthatstuff.com/how-hot-air-balloons-work.html;
Freudenrich, C. “How blimps work.” https://science.howstuffworks.com/transport/flight/modern/blimp1.htm;
Woodford, C. (2018). “Airplanes.” https://www.explainthatstuff.com/howplaneswork.html;
“A statement on the 2019 fiesta.” https://www.philballoonfest.net/.

A blimp freely floating in the skies
Photo: Pxhere
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•	 Used to etch silicon microprocessors when combined with the element Fluorine
•	 Used in manufacturing 5-fluorouracil, a prescription drug used to cure some types of cancer 

Organized 
Ideas

•	 Dolly Anne L. Idlisan

Gas is the only state of matter that can be compressed tightly or expanded 
into a very wide space. It has no fixed shape and volume. Despite wide 
differences in their chemical properties, various gas elements behave in the same 

way. Scientists have discovered that temperature, pressure, and volume are related in certain 
ways. Learn more about the gases that surround us in this illustration.

Gases in Small Volumes
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Pressure is defined as the 
amount of force pushing against 
a given area. The air molecules 
are constantly moving in random 
directions and colliding against 
each other inside the balloon. 
If the air inside is heated, the 
kinetic energy of the molecules 
will also increase, causing them 
to move faster.

The molecules collide inside 
the balloon with more energy, 
causing an increase in pressure. 
This pressure causes the balloon 
to expand. Therefore, a mass of 
air takes up more space when it 
is hot. That is the reason why hot 
air balloons are heated.

Behavior of Gases
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Gases and the Atmosphere
We know that the air is present because we feel it when the wind blows. However, we assume that 
the air is lightweight. Did you know how much the air above our head weighs?

There is one ton of air pressing you right now. That is about the weight of a small car. But, why are 
we not crushed by such heavy air?

Top of the atmosphere

Sea level

Gas 
particles

Earth’s
Atmosphere
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Sources: Hsu, Tom, Ph.D., "Foundations of Physical Science." Retrieved via Slideplayer. https://slideplayer.com/
slide/11429799/. Accessed 30 April 2019;

Physics.org. http://www.physics.org/facts/air-really.asp.

The atmospheric pressure makes the air light. The air around us is denser than the air in the higher layers 
of the atmosphere; thus, it is easier to breathe. Density is defined as the number of units or individuals 
per space unit. Thus, when the air molecules are clumped together in the lower layers of the atmosphere, 
they are denser.

Moreover, the pressure above is lower. This makes air molecules move farther away from each other. 
Thus, even if there is a ton of air above us, we do not take much of its mass.

In addition, gravitational force is closely related to atmospheric pressure. It is the one responsible 
for holding the air close to Earth. In a very large volume like the atmosphere, the temperature does not 
directly affect the distribution of gas molecules.
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Cool 
Science

Fresh Air for Fresh Food
•	 Dolly Anne L. Idlisan

Walking along grocery aisles will make 
you discover a lot of products and 
brands. You may have also noticed 

that potato chips and cut vegetables are 
packed with air. You may say that adding air 
is just used to make the packaging look bigger, 
but there is a deeper reason why it is done.

Transporting	Goods
When riding an airplane or passing by 

a road on a mountain or a place with high 
altitude, our ears pop to indicate pressure 
change. Similarly, when an air-filled pack 
of potato chips manufactured in Luzon 
is delivered to a store in a place of higher 
altitudes, the packaging can burst because 
of the change in pressure, similar to what 
happens to our ears.

The air in higher altitudes are less dense. 
Thus, the air that is lifted in higher altitudes 
occupies larger volume. This makes the air 
expand as the altitude increases. The higher 
pressure inside the potato chip will cause the 
air molecules to push against the package; and 
if it reaches full capacity, it pops. It is important 
that the packed goods have enough air in it 
to protect the contents, but it should not be 
overfilled. Also, climate-controlled trucks are 
used to prevent damaging the chips while they 
are being shipped.

Sources: Schneider, Mark D. “The Atmosphere Inside a bag of Potato Chips”. The Atmospheric Reservoir (Retrieved from ND State Water Commission). http://www.swc.nd.gov/arb/
news/atmospheric_reservoir/pdfs/2016_09%20-%20The%20Atmosphere%20Inside%20a%20Bag%20of%20Potato%20Chips.pdf;
“Modified Atmosphere Packaging.” ScienceDirect. https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/food-science/modified-atmosphere-packaging. Accessed 27 February 2019.

Food	Preserver
Now that we know the importance of air 

inside a bag of chips, the next question is: 
What kind of gas should be used? Not all types 
of gas are good for food. Oxygen, for example, 
causes the browning of apples minutes after 
they are cut. Chips, as we know, will become 
stale when exposed to air. So, what type of gas 
exactly keeps the chips fresh?

Nitrogen is the most abundant gas on 
Earth, about 78% of the air mixture. It is also 
the kind of gas that gives chips and other 
packaged food longer shelf life. The process of 
filling packages with nearly 100% nitrogen is 
called Modified Atmosphere Packaging (MAP).

During the MAP process, nitrogen gas is 
repeatedly injected and removed from the 
packaging to ensure that there are only traces 
of oxygen left. This will keep the food fresh and 
preserved. This is important because oxygen 
easily reacts with food that contain oil. If only 
the normal air is used, probably, food products 
will turn into powder before they reach grocery 
stores.

It is truly fascinating how we can use our 
knowledge about gases in simple things such 
as a bag of chips. They may be invisible, but 
their contribution in making life easier should 
be recognized.

Argon

•	 Used by welders to protect a welded area
•	 Used in making a nonreactive environment when producing titanium 

and other reactive elements
•	 Used in fluorescent tubes and low-energy light bulbs
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Science 
@ Work Harmony of the Wind

•	 Dolly Anne L. Idlisan

One of the unique wind instruments is 
the harmonica. It is also called “mouth 
organ” because it can be played by 

simply blowing into or drawing air out of it. 
The harmonicist places his or her lips over the 
individual holes to play the notes. Unlike other 
brass and woodwind instruments that have 
a conical or cylindrical shape, the harmonica 
is small and shaped like a box. Have you ever 
wondered how it produces sound?

Harmonic	Sandwich
A harmonica is composed of five layers. 

The center layer of the harmonica is called the 
comb because its chambers look like the teeth 
of a hair comb. These channels form holes that 
guide the air to the reeds to produce sound.

The two reed plates are flat brass plates 
that enclose the top and bottom channels of 
the comb. Each reed plate has 10 slots in which 
reeds are mounted. The reeds vibrate to sound 
the notes. They also differ in sizes to vary the 
sound being produced. 

The two cover plates then gather and 
protect the other parts together. The cover 
plates also help in projecting the harmonica’s 
sound to the listener. They are also important 
because they allow the player to hold the 
harmonica without interfering with the reeds 
while they vibrate. The covers are often made 
of stainless steel, or brass-plated chrome or 
nickel.

Pitch	Perfect	Strips
As mentioned earlier, the reeds are small 

strips of brass that respond to air going 
into the instrument. The length of the reed 

determines the pitch of notes. The 
lowest pitch is also the longest 
reed. The pitch becomes higher from left to 
right like how the piano keys are arranged.

One end of the reed is fastened to the reed 
plate with a screw or rivet. The rest of the 
reeds are free to vibrate. It is slightly elevated 
so that it has a space to swing up or down. The 
blow reeds are mounted on the upper reed 
plate, inside the air chambers. The exhaled air 
pushes the blow reeds and sets them vibrating. 
In contrast, the draw reeds are placed outside 
the air channels, on the lower reed plate. As 
the player inhales, the breath pulls draw reeds 
and make them vibrate.

That is the how the harmonica transforms 
sound into beautiful music. It is worthy 
of learning the techniques in blowing and 
drawing air to appreciate the music that a 
harmonica can give.

Sources: Yerxa, Winslow. “How a Harmonica Works.” Dummies. https://www.dummies.com/art-center/music/harmonica/how-a-harmonica-works/;
“Harmonica.” Grinnell College Musical Instrument Collection. https://omeka1.grinnell.edu/MusicalInstruments/items/show/331. Accessed 28 February 2019.

•	 Widely used for illuminating up neon lights for advertising
•	 Used in making lasers and diving equipment
•	 Used as a refrigerant for materials being produced at very low temperaturesNeon
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Parts	of	A	Harmonica

•	 Illustration: Bertha Kaye Marie S. De Mesa
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My 
Discoveries

Helium

•	 Excellent cooling medium for the Large Hadron Collider, MRI magnets, 
and satellite instruments

•	 Fills decorative balloons, blimps, and weather balloons

Valuing Scientific Objectivity
•	 Dolly Anne L. Idlisan

Science revolves in three main 
processes: the birth of an idea or the 
“problem,” setting expectations or 

predictions generated by that idea, also 
called “formulating the hypothesis,” and the 
actual observation or “evidence” based from 
research. This is how scientists generate new 
knowledge. The scientific processes involved 
in attempting to produce new knowledge 
should be grounded on values, such as 
objectivity.

What	is	Scientific	Objectivity?
Objectivity is the value that is strongly 

associated with science. In its broadest sense, 
objectivity is following the rules fairly and 
treating all things the same. Thus, it can be 
associated in science, especially in applying 
the scientific method.

Scientific objectivity, according to Stanford 
Encyclopedia of Philosophy, “expresses the 
idea that the claims, methods, and results 
of science are not, and should not be 
influenced by particular perspectives, value 
commitments, community bias or personal 
interests, to name a few factors.”

It is important to scientific inquiry 
because scientific studies seek to get as close 

to the truth as possible. It also gives more 
authority and credibility to researchers. 
This also shapes the scope and limits of 
scientific inquiry. The scope of science is the 
objective world, and the limits of science 
are determined by objective methods. This 
means that science only deals with reality 
and phenomena that can be observed and 
measured.

Bias,	Subjectivity,	and	Judgment
Biases, in its many forms, may have a 

direct or indirect influence to the result of 
an experiment or observation. Experiments 
and observations should be designed to be 
objective and not merely get the answers 
that scientists want.

Some well-known examples of biases in 
the industry are confirmation bias, ingroup bias, 
and biases resulting from industry-sponsored 
research. Confirmation bias is the tendency 
to interpret new evidence as confirmation 
of one’s existing beliefs or theories. Ingroup 
bias, in contrast, is the tendency to favor 
one’s group—its members, characteristics, 
and products. Some organizations also 
sponsor researches for their interest or 
benefit.
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•	 Used in detecting leaks in air-conditioning systems, and quickly inflates airbags in an accident
•	 Used as an artificial atmosphere for deep-sea divers
•	 Used in making lasers that are used in supermarket checkouts

Subjectivity is the opposite of objectivity. 
While objective information is absolutely 
true, subjective information or judgment is 
relative to the person making the judgment. 
For example, “Ice cream topped with ketchup 
is disgusting.” Majority may agree that they 
do not compliment, but there may be some 
who may appreciate it. Although it is based on 
observation, the statement is still an opinion.

Interpretation and judgment are strongly 
used in science. For example, doctors need 
to assess patients in the emergency room by 
just looking at their vital signs and current 
condition. The doctor will have to decide what 
is the best method to save the life of a patient. 
This is where trained judgment comes in. The 
doctor relies on data and observations to come 
up with a sound judgment. He or she also 
connects observations with knowledge and 

experiences to strengthen his or her judgment.

Interpreting images is also one of the 
difficult tasks of maintaining objectivity. 
Images are often used as evidence. Take, 
for example, X-ray and microscope images. 
Scientists and health professionals treat 
unmanipulated images as evidence or data to 
generate judgments or interpretation. They 
also train on how they will objectively describe 
these images. 

Objectivity is indeed a crucial element in 
science. It is important for everyone to develop 
this value as it does not only apply to science, 
but also in everyday decision-making, critical 
thinking, and responding appropriately in 
situations.

Sources: " Scientific Objectivity." Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 25 August 2014.  https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/scientific-objectivity/. Accessed 04 April 2019;
"Trained Judgment." Objectivity. https://scienceobjectivity.weebly.com/trained-judgment.html;
"The core of science: Relating evidence and ideas."  Understanding Science- University of California Berkeley.  https://undsci.berkeley.edu/article/coreofscience_01. Accessed 
04 April 2019;
Stemwedel, Janet D. " The ideal of objectivity." Scientific American, 26 February 2013. https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/doing-good-science/the-ideal-of-objectivity/

On	Your	Own

You have learned the difference between objectivity and subjectivity. Now it is your 
turn to apply what you have learned. Create three examples of subjective information 
and three examples of objective information. Share them with your classmates.
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Fact #2: Water is the only natural substance that can have three states 
of matter at temperatures that are normally occuring on Earth.

•	 Dolly Anne L. Idlisan

Dr. Santiago, a famous physicist, loves to answer science questions, 
especially coming from children. He uses social media to get their inquiries. This 
time, he features one of the fascinating things that children love—bubbles.

Question 1: What makes soap bubbles, and how do they form?

Question 2: What is the state of matter of a bubble?

Question 3: Why do bubbles burst?

Question 4: What is the color of bubbles?

Hey, guys! Today is bubble day! Bubbles add fun and joy to everyone’s childhood. Until now, 
they still fascinate me because they are simply an amazing work of nature. So, without further 
ado, let’s explore the science of bubbles! I will answer the first eight questions about them. 
Comment your science questions below and I will answer them in no time.

Mario D. Santiago, PhD. feeling bubbly

1,654 Likes  99 comments

Bubbles are made of soapy water that has been formed into a thin film. The soap 
liquid traps the air at the center, that is why it is mostly spherical in shape. If the liquid 
cannot hold the amount of air inside it, it pops. Soap is really important because it 
stabilizes the surface of the bubble.

If you try to make bubble by just using normal water, then you know that it will not 
work. This is because the surface tension of water is too high. Adding detergent or 
dishwashing liquid to water lowers the surface tension, which allows the soapy liquid 
to stretch and hold its shape.

Always remember that the air inside the bubble is gas, and the thin film that gives 
its shape is liquid. It cannot have a single state of matter.

Bubbles are delicate because the liquid that stabilizes them is very thin. They 
easily pop when they are drawn to objects or to another bubble. They also reach their 
capacity to stretch, especially when they hold large amounts of air. When they are 
pushed to their limit, they eventually burst.

Bubbles appear colorless or transparent. However, if you look at them closer, 
you will see swirls of rainbow. The reason for this is the light being reflected by the 
surface of the bubble. Cool, right?
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Fact #3: Hot water can freeze faster than cold water. This 
concept is called the Mpemba Effect.

Question 5: Why do bubbles form in water and soda even if they are not soapy?

Question 6: What is the largest bubble ever made?

Question 7: What is the recipe for bubbles that do not easily pop?

Question 8: Are there any practical uses for bubbles?

Study Enrichment
Science Words
•	 surface	tension – the force that holds 

liquid molecules together, and makes liquid 
behave as if its surface is an elastic skin

•	 heterogeneous	mixture – a type of 
mixture that has different phases

•	 tailings – residue separated in preparation 
of various products, especially in mining

•	 fjord – narrow part of the sea in between 
mountains or steep hills 

Guide Questions
1. What is surface tension? Why is it important 

in making bubbles?
2. Why do carbonated drinks form bubbles?
3. What are the industrial uses of bubbles?

Sources: Leigh, Katie. “How Bubbles Are Made.” Sciencing, 24 April 2017. https://sciencing.com/how-bubbles-made-4912993.html;
“Why Are Some Drinks Bubbly?”. Wonderpolis. https://www.wonderopolis.org/wonder/why-are-some-drinks-bubbly;
Helmenstine, Anne Marie., PhD. “How to Make Bubbles That Don’t Pop.” ThoughtCo, 01 October 2018. https://www.thoughtco.com/bubbles-that-dont-pop-recipe-603922;
Guinness World Records. http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com;
Science Buddies. “Blow the Best Bubbles.” Scientific American, 01 December 2011. https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/bring-science-home-best-bubbles/.

Liquids are capable of dissolving gas. Water has tiny bubbles in it, not because it is 
soapy but because it naturally has dissolved oxygen in it. For example, you removed 
cold water out of the fridge. While it warms in room temperature, some of the 
dissolved oxygen comes out. 

Same goes with carbonated drinks. Carbon dioxide is dissolved in water to make 
soda. This process is called carbonation, which requires high pressure and low 
temperature. So, as you open the soda can, tiny bubbles form right away as the 
dissolved carbon dioxide escapes the liquid.

If you will search “largest bubble” on the website of Guinness World Records, then, 
several entries will line up at the results page. The largest floating soap bubble record 
made indoors measures 19.8 cubic meters and was made by Graeme Denton on June 
19, 2017. The largest free floating bubble made outdoors, in comparison, was made 
by Gary Pearlman on June 20, 2015 at the Wade Oval Park, Ohio, USA. It measures 
about 96.27 cubic meters or 3,399.7 feet.

Liquids that improve the stability of bubbles may be added to the soapy 
mixture. Examples of these thick liquids are corn syrup and glycerol. You may try 
experimenting on these liquids until you get the right recipe.

Bubbles do have many uses. For example, in mining, copper minerals and waste 
rock are separated through a process called froth flotation. Some chemicals and 
gases make bubbles that cause copper grains to float and become separated from 
waste rock particles called “tailings.”

Bubbles are also used by Norwegians to keep their fjords free of ice. They use 
“bubble curtains” to make cold surface water warmer. Bubbles bring the warmer 
water into the surface and keep water from freezing. This method is also being 
studied to weaken or halt the formation of hurricanes, especially in the tropics. They 
believe that regulating the temperature of the oceans could be the key to prevent the 
formation of strong typhoons.
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Beyond the 
Textbook

One sunny day, a chemistry student 
named Ada and her little brother 
Darwin went to an art museum. They 

saw many artworks, but one exhibit caught 
their attention—the clay sculptures.

Ada: The sculptures are incredible! The 
concept of using natural and polymer clay in 
one exhibit is an amazing feat!

Darwin: I agree. All of the sculptures are 
great, Ate. But I do not know much about 
natural and polymer clay. I thought only 
stones and wood are used in making 
sculptures.

Ada: Would you be fine with some scientific 
explanation?

Darwin: Of course, Ate. That’s typical of you. 
Ha-ha-ha!

Ada: Okay, so you just saw earthen clay and 
polymer clay sculptures. If you noticed, the 
natural clay sculptures are used more often 
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Fact #4: Jellyfish and cucumber are both composed of 95% water.

A Day for Clay •	 Dolly Anne L. Idlisan

in making jars, palayok, and these brownish 
sculptures. The material mostly comes from 
soil.

Darwin: What about the polymer clay, Ate?

Ada: Polymer clays are the commercial 
moldable clays. They have the same 
characteristics as natural clay, but there is no 
trace of soil in polymer clay. They are actually 
made from polyvinyl chloride. It is the same 
plastic used in making pipes under our sink. 
It is softened with the use of plasticizers, so 
it becomes bendable.

Darwin: I have seen pens that have cute 
designs, Ate. Some of the cartoons I watch 
have characters that are made from clay. I 
think they are also made from polymer clay. 
Maybe I can also make crafts with it.

Ada: Yes, you can.

Darwin: If these clays are soft, then, how do 
they harden and become solid?
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Ada: Natural clay is commonly a mixture of 
fine crystals of aluminum silicate and water. 
When it is heated inside a kiln, the water is 
drawn off and it becomes solid.

Darwin: Is the process the same with polymer 
clay?

Ada: Yes. Heat is also used to harden 
polymer clay. Clay artists bake them in an 
oven. However, polymer clay has a different 
chemical composition. It doesn’t have water. 
As I have said, plasticizers make them 
bendable and flexible.

Darwin: But, plastics are flammable and are 
harmful if burnt. Is it safe?

Ada: That’s right! Artists should be careful 
and accurate when baking polymer clay. The 
time in which the clay is exposed to heat also 
directly affects the size of the output. Baking 
polymer clay is generally safe if it is done in 
the right process.

Darwin: It’s harder than I thought, Ate. Before, 
I only made simple forms using clay. I did not 
expect that clay can be used in making such 
intricate art!

Ada: Yes, and that’s how science meets art.

The two art and science enthusiasts 
went home happily with new learnings and 
discoveries.

Study Enrichment
Science Words
•	 kiln – a large oven or furnace used for 

hardening or drying objects such as pots 
and ceramics

•	 plasticizer – a chemical that is added 
to rubbers and plastic materials to make 
them stretchable

•	 flammable – capable of being quickly set 
on fire

Guide Questions
1. What are the differences between natural 

and polymer clay?
2. What are the uses of polymer clay?
3. What materials or chemicals make up 

polymer clay?

Fact #5: Water is called the “universal solvent” because it can dissolve more 
substances than any other liquid.

Sources: “The Science of Polymer Clay.” The Homeschool Scientist. https://thehomeschoolscientist.com/science-polymer-clay/;
“Re: Is clay a solid, liquid, or gas?” MadSci Network. http://www.madsci.org/posts/archives/1999-01/916988189.Ch.r.htm. Accessed 01 May 2019.

Tips for Beginner Polymer Clay Artists

1. Create a clean work area. Use parchment 
paper or wax paper to protect the table or 
surface from clay stains.

2. You may use your own hands in sculpting, 
but there are available sculpting tools for 
clay to make the cuts and shapes precise.

3. Use an oven to bake the polymer clay. 
A conventional oven is different from 
a microwave oven. Polymer clay is not 
microwave-safe, safe, so be careful to use 
only a conventional oven.

4. You may opt to use a roller machine to 
condition or flatten the polymer clay. This 
will make the clay even easier to form.

5. Since you are baking a plastic material in 
the same oven where food is cooked, it 
is safe to bake it in a sealed chamber or a 
cookie sheet.

6. Always read the package instructions of the 
polymer clay you will be using. You have to 
determine the baking time of the thickest 
area of your polymer object. Most often, 15 
to 20 minutes of baking time is needed for 
one-fourth-inch thick clay.

7. There are many things you can do with 
polymer clay. Just be imaginative and 
explore the different techniques in making 
clay crafts. This is a rewarding hobby 
especially if you can already make detailed 
and intricate pieces.
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Organized 
Ideas

Properties of Liquids
•	 Dolly Anne L. Idlisan

Liquids are everywhere. Apart from water, there are many useful liquids that we 
encounter every day. Do you know the different properties of liquids? Find out the basic 
characteristics that liquids have in common in this illustration.

Fluidity
Liquid and fluid are terms that are used 

interchangeably. For example, you say “Drink 
plenty of fluids” and “It is important to take lots of 
liquids when doing physical sports.” However, let 
us take a second look at the definition of fluid.

Fluid is defined as “anything that lacks the 
ability to resist deformation.” This means that not 
only liquids are fluid. Gases are also fluid.

Viscosity
Among the states of matter, only liquids have 

the ability to flow. Some liquids flow fast, and 
some flow slow. It is caused by the viscosity of 
liquids. Viscosity is the resistance of fluids to flow. 
Honey and corn syrup are some liquids with high 
viscosity.

The most viscous liquid known is tar pitch. The 
“pitch drop” experiment started in 1944 and the 
tar pitch only dropped in 2013, after 67 years. 
The least viscous liquid known, in contrast, is the 
superfluid helium. It has zero viscosity.
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Volatility
Liquids evaporate on varied temperatures. 

There are liquids that have the tendency to 
evaporate in normal termperatures. This property 
of liquid is known as volatility.

Cohesion
Did you know why oils do not mix well with 

other liquids? Some kinds of liquids tend to be 
more attracted to its own kind. The cohesive 
“stickiness” causes the surface tension among 
liquids. Surface tension is a very thin “skin” on 
top of liquids. It also gives water drops their round 
shape.

So, is water sticky? The answer is yes. What 
causes the wetness of things is the stickiness of 
water. Water, in fact, is the most cohesive non-
metallic liquid.

Adhesion
The tendency of liquid molecules to interact 

with other kinds of liquids is called adhesion. 
Adhesion is also the property of liquid that makes 
it attracted to the particles that make up the 
container.

The water that creeps up the graduated 
cylinder, test tubes, and other glassware is caused 
by adhesion. That is why we need to get the 
meniscus when we are measuring liquids inside 
glassware.

Sources: Bernstein, Rachel. Ph.D. and Carpi, Anthony, Ph.D. "Properties of Liquids." Vision Learning. https://www.visionlearning.com/en/library/Chemistry/1/Properties-of-Liquids/222;
Beck, Kevin. "What Are the Properties of Liquid?". Sciencing, 26 October 2018. https://sciencing.com/what-properties-liquid-4969237.html;
Bagley, Mary. "Properties of Matter: Liquids." Live Science, 23 July 2014. https://www.livescience.com/46972-liquids.html;
"Adhesion and Cohesion of Water." United States Geological Survey. https://www.usgs.gov/special-topic/water-science-school/science/adhesion-and-cohesion-water?qt-science_
center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects. Accessed 01 May 2019.
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Hidden in the Hive
Cool 

Science

We know that bees are important for 
pollinating flowers. They should also 
be credited for making one of the 

most delicious substances on Earth. Apart 
from being an all-natural sweetener, honey 
also has some incredible properties that 
make it unique from other food products.

Bees’	Work
Honey is one of the few kinds of food 

that do not spoil. The chemical makeup of 
honey explains why it has an eternal shelf 
life. Honey is naturally acidic and has low 
moisture, making it a toxic environment for 
bacteria.

Bees work hard in producing this sweet 
stuff. They search for flowers and transform 
nectar into honey. They flap their wings 
very fast, not because they want to make 
a buzzing sound but to remove the excess 
moisture out of the nectar. Bees also have 
a special enzyme in their guts that helps 
break down nectar into gluconic acid and 
hydrogen hydroxide. These substances prevent 
organisms from growing in the honey.

There are about 20,000 species of bees, 
but not all of them produce honey. Although 
tons of honey are being produced worldwide, 

there are only seven known honey bee 
species. Moreover, only female bees make 
honey. The male bees, called drones, only 
breed. In the Philippines, beekeepers harvest 
honey from stingless bees or locally known 
as kiwot.

A Viscous Liquid
Liquids have the ability to flow because 

its molecules can slide around each other. 
However, some liquids are so thick and do 
not flow easily. The resistance to such flow is 
called viscosity. Gasoline and water are some 
examples of liquids that have low viscosities.

The chemical makeup of liquid defines 
its viscosity. Honey, for example, has high 
viscosity. Honey contains sugars, such 
as glucose and fructose, which are good 
examples of liquids that owes its viscosity 
to hydrogen bonding. These substances have 
strong intermolecular forces that bind them 
together and make it difficult to flow.

Bees may be unwanted because of their 
aggressive stinging, but remember that they 
have a great role in the environment as 
pollinators and makers of honey.

•	 Dolly Anne L. Idlisan

Sources:“15 Honey Facts Worth Buzzing About.” Mental Floss. http://mentalfloss.com/article/68528/15-honey-facts-worth-buzzing-about;
“Viscosity.” Chemistry LibreTexts. https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/General_Chemistry/Book%3A_ChemPRIME_(Moore_et_al.)/10Solids%2C_Liquids_and_
Solutions/10.06%3A_Viscosity. Accessed 12 March 2019.

Fact #6: Some theorized that water on Earth came from ice-laden comets 
which visited Earth on “heavy bombardment period” about 4.5 billion years 
ago.
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Play to 
Learn

Investigating Liquids

You	need…
•	 5 graduated cylinders (50 mL capacity)

•	 2 beakers of the same size

•	 50 mL water, 50 mL corn syrup, 50 mL 
cooking oil, 50 mL dishwashing liquid, 450 
mL honey

•	 7 pieces of marble

•	 Alcohol lamp and stand set

•	 Masking tape and marker

•	 Dolly Anne L. Idlisan

You have learned about viscosity in Cool Science. But, how can you know if a liquid is 
viscous and how can it be measured? Try this simple activity at class and find out 
which household liquids have low and high viscosity.

Type of Liquid Time Marble Reaches 
the Bottom of Cylinder High Viscosity (Yes/No) Low Viscosity (Yes/No)

Water

Corn syrup

Cooking Oil

Dishwashing Liquid

Honey

Part	Two	of	the	Experiment
At this part of the activity, you should 

have found out that honey has the highest 
viscosity among the listed household liquids. 
Now, let us find out how temperature affects 
viscosity.

You	will…
1. Pour 200 mL of honey into each beaker. 
Label the beakers A and B.

2. Put beaker A on alcohol lamp and stand. 
Heat it for five minutes.

Fact #10: Most chemicals have one solid form, but there are at least 17 types of 
ice. It happens because water molecules can change how they arrange themselves, 
depending on where they exist. Thus, ice on Uranus can have different properties 
compared to ice on Earth.

You	will…
1. Pour 50 mL of water into a graduated 
cylinder. Do the same for the other 
household liquids. Label them using the 
marker and masking tape.

2. Drop a marble into each graduated 
cylinder. Use a timer to measure the time it 
takes the marble to reach the bottom of the 
graduated cylinder.

3. Record the data using the table below.

3. Remove beaker A from the stand and put 
it beside beaker B.

4. Drop one marble into each beaker at the 
same time. Observe the marbles.

Answer	these:
1. Which liquids have low viscosity? Why do 
you think so?

2. What happened when you dropped 
marble into heated honey and another into 
honey of normal temperature?

3. What is the relationship of temperature 
and viscosity?
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